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Preface
This dissertation includes three papers that have been or will be submitted for
publication. Chapter 2 is based on a paper that was accepted for publication in the
Journal of Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics. Chapter 3 is based on a paper accepted
to Biopolymers. Chapter 4 will be submitted to Biopolymers. The references and style
used within this dissertation reflect the standards of Biopolymers.
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Abstract
Robbins, Timothy John. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December 2014. Ion
Interactions with Nucleic Acids. Major Professor: Yongmei Wang, Ph.D.
In this dissertation, ion interactions with nucleic acids were studied using two
theoretical methods: atomistic molecular dynamics simulations and a Poisson-Boltzmann
approach. Ion interactions, specifically cation interactions, with nucleic acids are
essential for proper nucleic acid folding and function. Cations enable proper folding and
function by partially compensating for the build-up of repulsive electrostatic potentials
caused by the close approach of negatively charged phosphate groups. Cations can bind
at specific sites, forming long-term interactions, or through diffuse interactions that create
a dynamic “ion atmosphere.” Theoretical investigations are useful because current
experimental techniques often cannot provide a complete, detailed understanding of
cation binding. Molecular dynamics simulations were used to study the effect of initial
ion coordinates on monovalent (Na+) and divalent (Mg2+) ion interactions. For
monovalent ions, there was no significant dependence on the initial position of the ion.
However, Mg2+ binding demonstrated strong dependence on both the initial position and
solvation structure of the cation. Based on these results and experimental observations, it
was concluded that Mg2+ should be fully solvated in molecular dynamics simulations. Ion
distributions from molecular dynamics simulations were also compared to distributions
obtained from a Poisson-Boltzmann approach. Monovalent ion distributions agreed quite
well between the methods, particularly the integrated properties of the distributions.
Agreement for divalent ions was poor in comparison, with only fair agreement observed
under specific conditions. The effect of ion interactions on the structure of a nucleic acid
dimer was also examined. The structure of the nucleic acid demonstrated sensitivity to
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Mg2+ binding to the dimer interface, resulting in conformations not observed in Na+ only
systems. This sensitivity provides an explanation for the differences observed in
experimental titrations performed in monovalent or divalent salt solutions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The interactions between positively charged ions (cations) and nucleic acids (both
DNA and RNA) have been extensively studied since the 1960s.1-5 In the earliest studies,
cations were found bound to nucleic acids isolated from a range of biological sources,1
and these cations were bound so tightly to the nucleic acids that they could not be easily
sequestered by chelating agents.2 The functional role of these ions was not immediately
understood, but increased thermal stability was observed and two binding site classes
were identified.2-5 Concurrent to these investigations, studies on the function of various
biological assemblies such as the ribosome, DNA polymerase, and DNA-dependent RNA
polymerase either required certain cations or was more efficient in different ionic
conditions.6-8 In the following decades, cations have been identified as essential for many
nucleic acid functions including, but not limited to, ligand and protein binding and the
activity of catalytic nucleic acids.9-14 Cations are primarily responsible for proper folding
of nucleic acids by forming specific or diffuse interactions that partially compensate for
the negative electrostatic potential of the phosphate groups located along the backbone.
Cation binding at specific sites forms long-lasting interactions that can be
observed in X-ray crystal structures.12-14 In many nucleic acid systems, these tightbinding sites are dependent on cation identity. For example, hammerhead ribozymes
typically lose their catalytic activity in the absence of millimolar concentrations of Mg2+,
but some function is recovered in molar concentrations of monovalent salts.15-16
Experimental and theoretical studies identified a specific Mg2+ interaction that facilitates
the formation of the active structure that was absent in monovalent solutions, leading to
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the observed differences in activity.17-19 Additionally, in vitro selection has been used to
obtain catalytic DNA oligomers (DNAzymes) capable of cleaving phosphodiester bonds
in the presence of divalent cations, particularly Pb2+.20-21 Variants of these DNAzymes
were developed into sensitive cation probes by utilizing the cation-specific catalytic
activity of the molecules.22-24 Determining the mechanisms behind cation-specific
binding sites will advance our understanding of the structure-function relationship for
catalytic nucleic acids, widely recognized as an emerging field in nanotechnology.
Together, specific and diffuse cation binding create a dynamic "ion atmosphere"
that surrounds nucleic acids. The ion atmosphere extends outward from a nucleic acid,
and is typically characterized by an enhanced cation concentration when compared to the
bulk solution. Biochemical studies of tRNA folding revealed increased stability upon an
increase in cation concentration, and a dramatic increase upon addition of millimolar
Mg2+.25-29 At the time, it was suggested that a small number of tight, Mg2+-specific
binding sites were responsible for the substantial increase in stability.30 However, more
recent theoretical studies indicated the effect of Mg2+ on tRNA stability could be
explained exclusively through diffuse interactions,31-32 and suggested diffusely bound
ions were primarily responsible for nucleic acid tertiary structure.33-34 Obtaining a
detailed description of diffuse and specific cation binding will further investigations on
nucleic acid folding, an essential process for many cellular functions.
Studying interactions between biologically prevalent cations (Na+, K+, and Mg2+)
and nucleic acids presents unique experimental challenges, as there are few physical or
spectroscopic techniques for directly detecting these ions.12,35 Solution NMR experiments
provided the first evidence of cation-nucleic acid interactions, but replaced biologically
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relevant species with experimentally detectable, paramagnetic metal ions (e.g. Mg2+
replaced by Mn2+).3-5 High-resolution X-ray crystallography can capture specificallybound cations, but mobile analytes remain invisible to this technique. The dynamic nature
of the ion atmosphere, with ions entering and exiting in hundreds to thousands of
picoseconds, makes X-ray crystallography and other traditional structural methods
ineffective for studying this type of cation-nucleic acid interactions. However, recently
developed experimental techniques have begun to reveal certain characteristics of the ion
atmosphere. Anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering (ASAXS) studies have revealed
that ion distributions are dependent on both nucleic acid topology and cation valency.36-38
Buffer equilibration and atomic emission spectroscopy (BE-AES) experiments
demonstrated the active displacement of Na+ by Mg2+ near nucleic acids.39
Recent advances in X-ray crystallography and development of novel experimental
techniques have increased our understanding of biomolecular structure and cation
binding.36-43 However, many properties of these interactions, such as local ion densities
and atom-specific ion affinities, continue to evade experimental probing. Therefore,
computational techniques such as solving the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation or
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can supplement experimental
investigations by providing experimentally inaccessible details. The foundation of the PB
equation is the Poisson equation, which equates the divergence of the gradient of the
electrostatic potential, ϕ, to the charge density, ρ, (Equation 1), where εo is the vacuum
permittivity and εr is the dielectric constant. The PB equation arises when the charge
density depends on the electrostatic potential, as in the case of salt solutions where cation
and anion concentrations vary with the potential. The dependence of the ion
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concentration, c, toward the electrostatic potential is defined by a Boltzmann distribution
(Equation 2), where cBulk is the bulk concentration, q is the valency of the ion, ec is the
elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. By
substituting the charge density with concentration distributions, one derives the PB
equation (Equation 3).
∇2 𝜙𝜙 = − 𝜖𝜖

(1)

0 𝜖𝜖 𝑟𝑟

𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑒𝑒
2

𝜌𝜌

𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 𝜙𝜙
− 𝑐𝑐

𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐

∇ 𝜙𝜙 = − 𝜖𝜖

(2)

𝑘𝑘 𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇

0 𝜖𝜖 𝑟𝑟

∑𝑖𝑖 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖.𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑒𝑒

𝑞𝑞 𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑐 𝜙𝜙
− 𝑖𝑖

(3)

𝑘𝑘 𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇

When the PB equation is applied to biomolecules, the biomolecules are treated
atomistically and the space occupied by the atoms of the biomolecule is considered
inaccessible to solvent and ions. The solute volume is treated as a constant dielectric
medium with dielectric constant values between 2 and 20, a range that reflects the typical
polarization of biomolecules.44-46 The interface between water (treated with a dielectric
constant of ~78) and biomolecules is numerically determined using a probe of given size.
Additionally, the accessibility of ions around a biomolecule is also determined using a
probe. The simple, computationally affordable, mean-field approach of the PB equation
has become the standard for investigating the role of electrostatics in biomolecular
systems. In this work, the nonlinear PB equation is treated numerically using a multilevel
finite element solution, where the PB is discretized with finite linear elements and
solved.47-48 The PB theory has been used to obtain electrostatic potentials of
biomolecules, to study the effect of salt concentration on ligand and protein binding,9-10,49
4

and to examine ion atmospheres around nucleic acids.39,50-53 In general, PB results for
monovalent ions agree well with available experimental data, and the agreement
improves when using modified PB approaches.51,53
Atomistic MD simulations can provide the dynamic and microscopic data not
available in PB treatments. MD simulations integrate Newton's equations of motion for a
system of interacting particles, where the potential between particles is defined by a force
field derived from empirical and ab initio data. Force fields include potential energy
terms for bond lengths (Kb and b0 are the bond length spring constant and the equilibrium
bond length), bond angles (Kθ and θ0 are the bond angle spring constant and the
equilibrium bond angle), dihedral angles (Vn, n, and δ are the dihedral angle barrier
magnitude, dihedral angle periodicity, and dihedral angle phase), and nonbonding
interactions (Aij, Bij, rij, and q are the repulsive intermolecular potential between atoms i
and j, the attractive intermolecular potential between i and j, the distance between i and j,
and the charge of each species). The potential energy of the system when at a position, r,
is calculated by the summation of all the bonding and nonbonding potentials (Equation
4).
𝑉𝑉(𝒓𝒓) = ∑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏 (𝑏𝑏 − 𝑏𝑏0 )2 + ∑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃 (𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃0 )2
𝐴𝐴

𝑉𝑉

𝐵𝐵

𝑞𝑞 𝑞𝑞

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
+ ∑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � 2𝑛𝑛 � (1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐[𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝛿𝛿]) + ∑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 �𝑟𝑟 12
� − � 𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖6 � + � 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑗𝑗 �
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(4)

MD simulations are performed with the NPT ensemble, where the total number of atoms,
N, the pressure, P, and the temperature, T, are held constant. The pressure and total
system volume is controlled by an external pressure bath through the proportional scaling
of the system coordinates and box length (assuming a cubic system).54 Temperature
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control is achieved through a Langevin thermostat which adds a dissipative drag term
(i.e. friction) to the equations of motion.55-61 Long-range electrostatic interactions are
estimated by the particle mesh Ewald summation, where interactions beyond a direct
space cut-off are approximated by discrete Fourier transforms.62-64 Bulk behavior is
approximated through the use of periodic images and boundary conditions.
MD simulations are limited by two principal factors: the accuracy of the force
fields and the time scale of the process being investigated. Traditional MD simulations
treat cations as point charges while not including electronic effects, such as solvent
polarization. This representation, especially for small high valence ions, may lead to an
inadequate description of cation behavior.65-67 Additionally, ions within MD simulations
have widely cited crystallization artifacts, where salt crystals form well below their
saturation concentration,50,68-70 but despite these deficiencies MD simulations have
successfully reproduced a wide range of experimental observations. It should be noted, in
response to the anomalous salt crystals efforts to improve the description of ions in MD
simulations have been initiated.71-73 Comparisons between experimental and MD
simulation results have shown general agreement for both monovalent and divalent
cations, reproducing crystallographic binding sites and sequence-specific binding
behavior.35,74-75 Also, results from recent experimental probes of RNA and DNA ion
atmospheres were reproduced with MD simulations.38,76
Theoretical investigations using a PB approach or MD simulations can provide
details and results currently not possible with experimental methods. Agreement between
MD simulations and experiments has been fairly well established, but MD simulations
are complex and in some cases computationally prohibitive. The comparisons within this
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work aim to determine the quality of agreement between MD simulations and the less
computationally costly PB theory. These comparisons will then be used to establish
which types of cation-nucleic acid systems (e.g. Na+-B-form DNA) and behaviors (e.g.
specific or diffuse binding) are sufficiently described by PB calculations, permitting the
omission of MD simulations. However, before detailed comparisons a set of best
practices for studying cation distributions around nucleic acids using MD simulations,
particularly for Mg2+ studies, must be formed. After establishing the best MD procedures
and the most efficient theoretical method, a biologically relevant nucleic acid complex
with experimentally observed cation-dependent properties was examined using a variety
of theoretical approaches.
Chapter 2 provides an examination of monovalent (Na+) and divalent (Mg2+) ion
distributions around a B-form DNA duplex. Ion distributions were studied with MD
simulations, and within these simulations, different initial cation positions were used and
the effect of the initial positions on the ion distributions was investigated. The effect of
force field parameters, including ion and nucleic acid descriptions, on ion distributions
was also studied, and found to only modestly change the distributions. Monovalent ion
distributions were generally independent of initial cation coordinates, while distributions
of divalent ions demonstrated strong initial placement dependence. Based on known
Mg2+ solvation properties and this work, it was concluded that the proper method to
simulate Mg2+ interactions with DNA duplexes was to ensure all Mg2+ had a fully
solvated first coordination shell.
In Chapter 3, a comparison of monovalent (Na+) and divalent (Mg2+) ion
atmospheres obtained using MD simulations and a PB approach is presented. Monovalent
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ion distributions obtained from the methods agreed well overall, with some discrepancies
near the groove floor and phosphate backbone of the duplex. Integrated properties of Na+
distributions, such as the total number of cations and net solution charge, were nearly
identical at all radial distances. Conversely, divalent distributions demonstrated large
discrepancies, with only fair agreement attained for the integrated properties of the
distribution. These results, along with other published comparisons, suggest that the
computationally light PB theory will provide results for monovalent cations in general
agreement with MD simulation and experiment. However, MD simulations are required
to produce distributions similar to experiment for small, divalent cations like Mg2+.
Chapter 4 provides an investigation of the cation-dependent structural flexibility
of the HIV-1 dimerization initiation site (DIS) kissing dimer using MD simulations. This
investigation also examines the dependence of nucleic acid residue acid and base
characteristics on the ionic properties of the solution using PB theory. The MD
simulations revealed a change in the distribution of kissing dimer conformations upon the
introduction of Mg2+, including an increase in conformations that correspond to
potentially strong residue basic properties as revealed by PB calculations. Together, these
results suggest an explanation for the experimentally observed behavior, and further our
understanding of how biomolecular acids and bases are affected by the ionic conditions
of the environment.
Chapter 5 presents several overall conclusions that were drawn from this
dissertation. A discussion is also provided on the opportunities for future computational
studies of ion interactions with nucleic acids and the limitations of these methods.
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Additionally, constant pH MD simulations are introduced as a method to pair the
dynamics and protonation state of nucleic acid residues.
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CHAPTER 2
EFFECT OF INITIAL ION POSITIONS ON THE INTERACTIONS OF
MONOVALENT AND DIVALENT IONS WITH A DNA DUPLEX AS
REVEALED WITH ATOMISTIC MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
Monovalent (Na+) and divalent (Mg2+) ion distributions around the DickersonDrew dodecamer were studied by atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Different initial placements of ions were tried and the resulting effects on the ion
distributions around DNA were investigated. For monovalent ions, results were found to
be nearly independent of initial cation coordinates. However, Mg2+ ions demonstrated a
strong initial coordinate dependent behavior. While some divalent ions initially placed
near the DNA formed essentially permanent direct coordination complexes with
electronegative DNA atoms, Mg2+ ions initially placed further away from the duplex
formed a full, non-exchanging, octahedral first solvation shell. These fully solvated
cations were still capable of binding with DNA with events lasting up to 20 ns, and in
comparison were bound much longer than Na+ ions. Force field parameters were also
investigated with modest and little differences arising from ion and nucleic acid
description, respectively. Based on known Mg2+ ion solvation structure, we conclude that
in most cases Mg2+ ions retain their first solvation shell, making only solvent-mediated
contacts with a DNA duplex. The proper way to simulate Mg2+ ions around a DNA
duplex therefore should begin with ions placed in the bulk water.
2.1. Introduction
Ion interactions with nucleic acids (including both DNA and RNA) are an
important subject that has received extensive investigations since the early 1960s.7
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Positively charged cations may interact with highly negatively charged nucleic acids via
simple electrostatic interactions to screen the electrostatic repulsion along the nucleic
acids and assist their folding and/or compaction. Cations may also bind at specific sites
and become integral parts of the structures, possibly playing important enzymatic roles.1214

For example, function of the hammerhead ribozyme is typically lost without specific

divalent cations, but may be restored at molar concentrations of monovalent salts.15,17
Recently, variants of the 8-17 DNAzymes have been designed to have enzyme activity
dependent on the binding of a specific divalent cation and such properties have been
exploited for use as sensitive metal ion sensors.23-24 Knowing precisely where and how
cations interact with nucleic acids will help elucidate the structure of nucleic acids which
is increasingly recognized as playing an important role in many cellular functions.
However, investigating the interaction between ions and nucleic acids is a
challenge as there is no easy method for physical and spectroscopic detection of
biologically prevalent cations like Na+, K+ and Mg2+ ions.12,35 Most earlier experimental
investigations using NMR or other methods provide only indirect information on how
cations bind with nucleic acids.3-5,77-78 X-ray crystallography can capture specifically
bound ions around nucleic acids, but is unable to reveal mobile ions that also contribute
significantly to the stability of folded nucleic acids.79 Earlier studies suggested that
monovalent cations may interact with DNA in the minor or major groove in addition to
phosphate groups. This finding was followed by extensive discussions on the potential
correlation between monovalent ion binding at the groove sites and the resultant
perturbation of DNA structures.50,74,80-88
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Fully atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can provide a wealth of
microscopic information about ion interactions with DNA and RNA. Extensive all-atom
molecular dynamics simulations of monovalent ions interacting with DNA have been
reported that have provided important insight.35,50,74,88 In comparison, atomistic
simulations of divalent ions like Mg2+ interacting with the nucleic acid are fewer. As
more and more structures of nucleic acids with bound divalent Mg2+ ions become
available,89-90 molecular dynamics simulations of nucleic acids with divalent ions are
routinely performed.19,38,53,75,91 While it is recognized that representing Mg2+ as a point
charge without accounting for polarization or charge-transfer effects leads to an
inadequate description of cation behavior,65 this type of MD simulations with explicit
divalent ions will still be very useful for elucidating the structure and functions of nucleic
acids. Hence, it is desirable to have a better understanding on how to properly simulate
the divalent ions interacting with nucleic acids given the known limitations of force
fields.
In the current study, we performed atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of
the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer92 of DNA immersed in monovalent (Na+) and divalent
(Mg2+) salts, respectively. We examine the limit of current state-of-art atomistic MD
techniques to model the interaction of cations with nucleic acids, especially the
magnesium ions. We have tested the effect of initial cation positions on the simulated ion
atmosphere surrounding the nucleic acids. Special attention was paid to the solvation
shell structures around the metal ions and how that may be disrupted upon binding with
the nucleic acids.
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2.2. Methods
Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of the DNA in explicit water and ions
were carried out mostly using the parm99 force field and partly with parmbsc0 and
parm10 with the AMBER simulation package.93-97 A B-form DNA structure of sequence
d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 was created with the nucgen module of AMBER. The DNA
duplex was solvated with approximately 25,000 TIP3P water molecules, forming a
~100×100×100 Å3 cubic box.98 Then, a specific number of cations (Na+ or Mg2+) was
added to each system using two different methods of establishing their initial conditions.
In type A simulations, we used the default parameters of the Leap module in AMBER,
which places cations in the simulation box based on the calculated electrostatic grid,
resulting in many cations being placed very near the DNA duplex. In type B simulations,
the cations, after an initial placement by Leap, were randomly moved so that they were
no closer than 35 Å from the DNA and 3 Å from each other. For both simulation types,
the number of anions (Cl-) required to achieve system neutrality were placed in the box
with Leap after placement of the cations; for type B simulations, the placement of the
anions was performed before cation randomization. As we will show later, the dynamics
and distributions of the cations were found to be dependent on their initial placements.
We investigated two sets of ion parameters for Na+ and Mg2+ ions. The older
versions of AMBER used the ions94 parameter set adapted from the works of Åqvist and
Smith and Dang.99-100 This version of ion parameters has been used in a number of
studies,35,74,87-88 but it became known that the use of ions94 parameters led to the
formation of salt crystals in long time scale molecular dynamic simulations (10ns) at a
concentration well below known experimental saturation concentration.50,68-70 This
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problem lead to the development of new ion parameters for monovalent ions by Joung
and Cheatham (ions08) that are currently the default choice in AMBER12.71 The
parameters for Mg2+ were not updated in AMBER, but Allnér et al. recently developed
Mg2+ parameters that better reproduce experimental data on water exchange kinetics.73
They started with parameters for Mg2+ available in CHARMM27 and adjusted the
repulsive LJ term to reproduce experimental data on water exchange kinetics. The new
parameters they developed for Mg2+ ions have a weaker attractive interaction and a larger
radius compared with the old parameters. Table 2.1 summarizes the Lennard-Jones
parameters for different models of ions investigated in the current study, where ε and rii
are the depth and the position of the minimum of the LJ potential. Most of the
simulations were performed with ions94 parameter, unless otherwise stated.

Table 2.1. Lennard-Jones parameters for different ion models investigated
Ions
Na+
ClMg2+

Parameter set

ε (kcal/mol)

rii (Å)

ions94

0.00277

3.7360

ions08

0.0874393

2.738

ions94

0.1

4.94

ions08
ions94
Allnér and Villa

0.0355910
0.8947
0.00295

5.026
1.5852
3.109

All systems were first minimized to remove bad initial contacts with harmonic
restraints on the DNA for 1000 steps, followed by 5000 steps of unrestrained
minimization. Afterwards a 10 kcal/(mol*Å2) positional restraint was used throughout the
equilibration and production runs to hold the DNA fixed. With this restraint force, the
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heavy atoms on DNA will move less than 0.2 Å. The equilibration stage includes
warming of the system temperature from 0 K to 300 K over a span of 20 ps with constant
volume, followed by explicit NPT ensemble simulation at 300 K for 10 ns. The
production run was also performed in NPT ensemble simulation with pressure of 1 bar
using a Langevin thermostat55-61 with a collision frequency of 1.0 ps-1 and pressure
relaxation time54 of 2.0 ps. A time step of 2 fs was used throughout with SHAKE
constraints on all bonds involving hydrogen atoms.101-102 Long-range electrostatics were
treated with the particle mesh Ewald summation with a 10 Å direct space cutoff.62 The
NPT simulations were performed for 50 ns and production runs were taken from the last
40 ns. This length of production run is judged to be sufficient based on convergence tests
using either number of bound ions or ion density distribution around DNA duplex, except
there is a strong dependence on the initial placements of divalent ions. We will discuss
this effect shortly. Trajectory analysis was carried out using the Ptraj program distributed
with the AmberTools package as well as some scripts and Fortran codes developed in
house. System trajectories were visualized with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
1.9.1.103 The DNA RMSD during the production runs from the initial minimized structure
was less than 0.3 Å. In the current study, DNA can be considered as essentially fixed
since we are not interested in the dynamics of the DNA, but only interested in how ions
may be bound with DNA. We note that several recent MD simulations of ion interactions
with nucleic acids also used fixed DNA/RNA structures.38,53,75 Table 2.2 summarizes the
systems investigated in the current study. The DNA structures used in simulations are
nearly the same. Simulations performed with parm99 or parmbsc0 led to very little
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difference in the DNA structure since the DNA is restrained. The main focus of the
current paper is on the initial starting coordinates of ions.
Table 2.2. Details of simulation systems
Simulation

DNA
Model
parm99

Number of Ions

Ions Model

Initial Coordinates of
Cations
Electrostatic grid

31
9 Clions94
Na+
91Na_A
parm99
91
69 Clions94
Electrostatic grid
+
Na
91Na_A2
parmbsc0
91
69 Clions94
Electrostatic grid
+
Na
31Na_B
parm99
31
9 Clions94
Cations randomly placed
+
Na
91Na_B
parm99
91
69 Clions94
Cations randomly placed
+
Na
31Mg_A
parm99
31
40 Clions94
Electrostatic grid
2+
Mg
91Mg_A
parm99
91
160 Clions94
Electrostatic grid
2+
Mg
31Mg_B
parm99
31
40 Clions94
Cations randomly placed
2+
Mg
91Mg_B
parm99
91
160 Clions94
Cations randomly placed
Mg2+
91Mg_B2
parmbsc0
91
160 Clions94
Cations randomly placed
Mg2+
31Na_08
parm10
31
9 Clions08
Cations randomly placed
Na+
Mg_AV1
parm10
31
40 ClAllnér and
Electrostatic grid
2+
a
Mg
Villa
Mg_AV2
parm10
31
40 ClAllnér and
Cations randomly placed
2+
a
Mg
Villa
a
Mg_AV use mixed ion parameters Allnér and Villa Mg2+ ions with ions08 Cl- ions
31Na_A
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2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Effect of initial positions of cations on the number of bound cations in
MD simulations
We are interested in the comparison of number of bound ions around a DNA
duplex revealed in different MD simulations. A B-form DNA duplex is a highly
negatively charged polyelectrolyte, and the counterions near the DNA feel a strong
attraction because of electrostatic interactions. This concept of bound ions was proposed
by Manning and is very useful to understand the properties of polyelectrolytes.104-106 If
one can determine the electrostatic potential, φ (r), according to the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation, then any cations that reside in a location, r, where the product of its charge, q,
and potential, φ (r), preserves this relationship |qφ| > kBT (kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the temperature) may be considered bound since the electrostatic attraction
between the cation and the DNA duplex is larger than the thermal energy of the ions.
However, there is no easy way to monitor the number of bound ions in MD simulations
using this definition. Hence we used a slightly different approach; we monitored the
number of cations within 10 Å from the closest C1’ atom on the DNA duplex. This
quantity can be calculated during the MD simulations at any time. The C1’ atom is on the
sugar ring where the base connects, and as each base possesses only one, the C1’ atom is
quite convenient for this analysis. The C1’ atom is approximately 5 Å away from the
phosphate groups which define the outer surface of the DNA duplex. To further verify
that using this cutoff distance would yield bound ions, we made use of a software suite,
APBS, to numerically solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation around a DNA duplex. The
details of the APBS calculation will be presented in a future report, but here we want to
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show that ions within this cutoff lie within the potential surface that defines |qφ| > kBT.
Figure 2.1a renders multiple frames of Na+ ions within the cutoff distance in the MD
simulations with the calculated electrostatic potential surface of 1 kBT, whereas Figure
2.1b renders the simulations with Mg2+ ions within the cutoff distance with the
electrostatic potential surface of 0.5 kBT. Only in the case of Mg2+ ions, a few ions within
the cutoff distance were found to lie outside the electric potential surface, but such events
are rare.

Figure 2.1. Cations within 10 Å from closest C1’ atoms from MD simulations overlaid
with calculated electric potential surface (shown as transparent mesh) around the DNA
duplex (shown as gray spheres). (a) Na+ ions shown in blue spheres with 1 kBT
electrostatic potential surface. (b) Mg2+ ions shown in green sphere with 0.5 kBT
electrostatic potential surface. For both images, multiple MD snapshots from the
production runs are displayed.
We used this number of bound ions as a way to check whether the simulations
starting with different initial cation positions would yield different equilibrium values.
Figures 2.2a and 2.2b present the number of cations within the cutoff distance determined
from MD trajectories for Na+ and Mg2+ ions with two different starting positions. For the
Na+ simulations, after the initial equilibration stages, the number of ions within 10 Å
18

from any of C1’ atoms reached a plateau value and was independent of the initial
positions of the ions. In fact, in all Na+ ion simulations the ion atmosphere converged
within the 40 ns production window reflected by only slight deviation in the number of
cations and anions within the cutoff distance as simulation time progressed. However, the
number of Mg2+ ions within the cutoff distance depended on the initial placement of the
cation; simulations with ions placed by Leap (type A) had more ions bound to the DNA
than those starting with Mg2+ ions initially placed away from DNA structures (type B).
Simulations of types A and B never reached the same average numbers of ions for
divalent Mg2+ ions even in simulations as long as 50 ns. Although MD simulations with
two different initial starting positions did not converge to the same value, the number of
bound ions determined for either type A or type B simulations converged within the
production time. This is reflected in quick initial drop in type A or rising in type B in the
number of ions, which indicates a relaxation time of no more than 5 ns. As will be
discussed below, the difference in the number of bound Mg2+ ions in these two types of
simulations is due to the solvation structure of Mg2+ ions. In type A simulations, Mg2+
ions were initially placed too close to DNA duplex and formed permanently bound ions
which then could not be equilibrated.
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Figure 2.2. Number of cations within 10 Å of any closest C1’ atom as a function of time.
(a) Number of Na+ ions for MD simulation type A (blue) and type B (red) for 31Na
systems (b) Number of Mg2+ ions for MD simulation type A (filled symbols) and B (open
symbols) for 31Mg and 91Mg systems.
2.3.2. Anomalous behavior for Mg2+ ions is related to their solvation shell
structure
The inability to reach equilibrium between two simulation types for Mg2+ ions led
us to investigate the origin of this behavior. We examined the interactions of Mg2+ ions
with the nucleic acids. The analysis revealed that there was a fraction of Mg2+ ions in
type A simulations that were permanently bound to nucleic acids over the entire 50 ns of
trajectories (Table 2.2). The distances observed for permanently bound Mg2+ ions were
equal or less than 2.0 Å, which is the distance from the Mg2+ ion to an oxygen atom in its
first solvation shell. Essentially, these Mg2+ ions are in direct contact with these atoms on
nucleic acids and have become partially desolvated. Most of these sites are on the
phosphate groups of oxygen atoms (O1P/O2P) with a few cases in the major groove on
the O6 of guanine or the minor groove of O2 atoms on cytosine and thymine.
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Table 2.3. Number and sites of permanently bound Mg2+ ions in type A simulations
# of Ions Interaction Site a
Location
Distance (Å)
16
O1P/O2P
Backbone
1.87
31Mg_A
2
O6
Major Groove
1.91
14
O1P/O2P
Backbone
1.87
91Mg_A
1
O6
Major Groove
2.02
2
O2
Minor Groove
1.93
a
Interaction site names come from the parm99 AMBER force field
System

It is known experimentally that Mg2+ forms an octahedral first solvation shell with
residence times in the microsecond range.107-108 By using a smaller simulation system
with just Mg2+ ions immersed in TIP3P water, we tested and confirmed that Mg2+ ions
immersed in a TIP3P water bath formed an octahedral first solvation shell with six bound
waters in the AMBER parm99 force field with ions94 parameters. These solvation shell
water molecules never exchanged with other water molecules in solution over 300 ns of
MD simulation at 300 K. We calculated radial distribution functions of the oxygen atoms
of the bulk water around Mg2+ ions. The radial distribution function shows a first peak at
a distance of 2.0 Å and the second peak from 3.5 Å to 5 Å. The first peak is related to the
first solvation shell and integration of the first peak intensity yields exactly six water
molecules permanently bound to the Mg2+ ions. The second peak is the second solvation
shell and water molecules in the second shell were more loosely bound and number of
water molecules reaches up to 30.
We then examined the number of water molecules within the first solvation shell
of the Mg2+ ions in type A and type B MD simulations. Figure 2.3 presents the number of
cations having different numbers of water molecules in the first solvation shell for both
type A and type B simulations using a cutoff distance of 3.4 Å for the first solvation
shell. In type B simulations, all Mg2+ ions were found to have exactly six water
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molecules within the 3.4 Å cutoff distance. However, in type A simulations, most of
permanently bound Mg2+ ions had only four water molecules in the first solvation shell.
A few of them even had zero water molecules and these ions were found to be entirely
buried in the groove region of DNA. For the rest of the non-permanently bound Mg2+
ions in type A simulations (i.e., the mobile Mg2+ ions), most had only five water
molecules instead of six. A closer examination revealed that these partially desolvated,
mobile Mg2+ ions were paired with one or two permanently bound Cl- ions with a
coordination distance of 2.55 Å. The difference in the first solvation shell for the mobile
Mg2+ ions in two types of simulations can be traced to how the ions were initially
introduced in the simulations. Recall that in type A simulations, both Mg2+ and Cl- ions
were placed by Leap according to an electrostatic grid. These ions were placed fairly
close to the nucleic acids and were close to each other. Once the MD simulation began,
the nearby Mg2+ and Cl- ions formed an ion-pair that never dissociated during the MD
simulations. As a result, the number of water molecules within the first solvation shell
became less than six even when the ion-pair drifted away from the nucleic acid. In type B
simulations, Mg2+ ion initial locations were swapped and placed at least 35 Å away from
the nucleic acid. The Cl- ions were left at their original positions placed by Leap near the
nucleic acid. Hence, in type B simulations Mg2+ ions were far away from the nucleic
acids and the Cl- ions and these Mg2+ ions were surrounded by water molecules. After the
simulation began, surrounding water molecules quickly formed octahedral first solvation
shells with the Mg2+ ions and this first shell never exchanged with other solvent
molecules. These analyses suggest that one should be extremely careful when deciding
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how to initially place Mg2+ ions and Cl- ions in MD simulations. More discussion on how
to properly simulate Mg2+ ions in explicit solvent water system will be presented later.

Figure 2.3. Distributions of Mg2+ ions with different number of water molecules found in
the first solvation shell for 31Mg_A system and 31Mg_B system. For the 31Mg_A
system, Mg2+ ions are further sorted as permanently bound or mobile.
2.3.3. Monovalent Na+ ions can be equilibrated regardless their initial
positions
Compared with Mg2+, data in Figure 2.2 suggest that simulations with monovalent
Na+ can reach equilibrium regardless of the initial position of the ions. This again can be
understood from the solvation structure around the Na+ ion. The first solvation shell of
the Na+ ion is more loosely bound. The first shell peak distance of the radial distribution
function of oxygen atoms to the Na+ ion in the bulk water was at 2.4 Å, further away than
first solvation shell around Mg2+. We found that within 3.0 Å cutoff, the mean number of
water molecules surrounding the Na+ ion was 5.83 agreeing well with previously reported
values.109 The average residence time of water molecules in the first solvation shell
reported to be ~10 ps to 20 ps.109-110 Within our simulation protocols, we found similar
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residence times for the water in the first solvation shell. During the MD simulations, the
water molecules surrounding the Na+ exchanged frequently with the bulk water
molecules. Additionally, close contacts between Na+ and Cl- ion pairs were observed with
an average distance around 2.78 Å that lasted about 250 ps. So, unlike Mg2+ and Cl- ion
pairs, Na+ and Cl- ion pairs were able to dissociate and reform in nanosecond MD
simulations. Therefore, the ion distribution of monovalent salt around the DNA was
independent of the initial starting positions of the ions, but the ion distribution of divalent
Mg2+ obtained in MD simulations was sensitive to their initial starting configurations.
2.3.4. Mode of interactions of Na+ ions with DNA
Although how Na+ ion interacts with DNA has been investigated extensively by
others, we performed these analyses for two purposes: 1) to compare against the behavior
for Mg2+ ions; 2) to validate our simulation and analysis methods against reported
literature. We first computed the radial distribution functions (RDF) of the closest ions
around any atom of the DNA. The RDF was calculated by treating DNA atoms as solute
and the cations as solvent molecules and only the closest distances are counted in the
calculation. The obtained RDF was not normalized by the ion density since we are only
interested in the peak of the RDF which reflects the closest contact distances. Figure 2.4
presents the RDF obtained for Na_31 system for both simulation types, which are nearly
indistinguishable. The closest contact between Na+ ions with any atoms on DNA was
~2.4 Å, in agreement with other studies.111 This was a direct contact between Na+ ions
and DNA atoms (not water-mediated). Guided by the RDF’s first peak, a 3 Å cutoff was
used to generate Na-DNA contact data using the hbond command in Ptraj. Table 2.4
summarizes prominent contact sites on the DNA for each ion. Prominent contacts are
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defined as the ion-DNA contact with the highest occupancy during the MD simulation for
each cation. Most contacts are with the phosphate O1P/O2P atoms and some with N7 on
the purines (guanine or adenine) in the major groove. These contacts are also long lived,
lasting hundreds of picoseconds. Additional contacts at minor grove of O2 on cytosine
and thymine and a small fraction of contacts on the O4’ in the sugar ring were also
observed.

Figure 2.4. Radial distribution functions of Na+ to any closest atoms on DNA (excluding
hydrogens) for Na_31 MD systems.
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Table 2.4. Prominent Na-DNA contactsa
System

31Na_A

Interaction
Site
O1P/O2P
N7
O2
O4’
O1P/O2P
N7

31Na_B

O2
O6

Location

Distance
(Å)
2.40
2.57

Backbone
Major
Groove
Minor
2.45
Groove
Minor
2.70
Groove
Backbone
2.37
Major
2.58
Groove
Minor
2.47
Groove
Major
2.55
Groove
a
Using a 3 Å cut-off

Avg t
(ps)
146
287

Maximum time
(ps)
370
1380

72

180

17.8

60

195
213

500
720

133

360

51

160

We further analyzed the sequence dependence of binding events to DNA, where
binding is defined as any contacts made by a Na+ ion with any atoms except hydrogen on
DNA within 3.0 Å. This was done by calculating percent of occupied frames on each
individual residue based on all the contacts generated with the hbond command with a
3.0 Å cut-off. Figure 2.5 presents the results of the analysis. We have considered two
types of contacts: contacts made with each residue with any DNA atoms and contacts
made with only oxygen atoms on the phosphate group (O1P/O2P). We find that contacts
made with O1P/O2P constitute a good fraction of all contacts. The simulations of type A
and type B showed a similar pattern of sequence-dependent enhancement for guanine and
adenine, although the extent of enhancement varied for the two simulation types. The
preference for these sites (guanine and adenine residues) in the grooves correlates well
with the N7-cation binding behavior at the AT-tract discussed previously and has been
observed in other MD simulations and X-ray crystal structures.112-114 Conversely, the
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contacts made with phosphate groups have much reduced sequence dependence. Na+ ions
interact with the DNA phosphate groups fairly uniformly.

Figure 2.5. Sequence dependence of ion binding to the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer. The
Y-axis is the percent of contacts defined as sum of occupied frames for contacts with the
given residues over sum of all occupied frames for all observed contact pairs over the
entire trajectory. O1P/O2P contact refers to contacts made with only O1P/O2P and all
contact refers to contacts made with all atoms except hydrogen atoms. One strand is
represented by residues 1-12, the second strand by residues 13-24 with residues 1 and 24
paired (Sequence: 5'-CGCGAATTCGCG-3'). (a) 31Na_A system; (b) for 31Na_B
system.
2.3.5. Mode of interactions of Mg2+ ions with DNA
Figure 2.6 presents the atomic radial distribution function for the Mg2+ ions
around any DNA atom. In type A simulations, the RDF was dominated by the first peak
at 2 Å which was due to the aforementioned permanently bound Mg2+ ions. In type B
simulations, the closest contact was at 4 Å, due to solvent mediated interactions between
Mg2+ ions with DNA. For high concentration type A simulations a solvent mediated peak
can also be observed upon focusing on that region indicating solvent mediated contacts
also exist (insert Figure 2.6a). Binding sites for type A simulations were discussed
previously and were summarized in Table 2.3. A cutoff of 5 Å was used to generate
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contact data in accordance with the first peak in RDF of type B simulations. The major
interaction sites in type B simulations are summarized in Table 2.5. The most abundant
type is at phosphate O1P/O2P sites, which on average lasts in the range of hundreds of
picoseconds. The next most abundant type is at the O6 or N7 atoms on purines in the
major groove and at O2 on pyrimidines in the minor groove. The longest binding event
observed reached as high as ~20 ns at the minor groove.

Figure 2.6. Radial distribution functions for Mg2+ ions to any closest atoms on nucleic
acid for 31Mg and 91Mg systems in (a) MD type A; (b) MD type B simulations. Inset in
panel (a) shows the blown up portion of the distribution from 3.0 Å to 5.0Å.
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Table 2.5. Prominent Mg-DNA contacts for type B simulationsa
System

31Mg_B

Interaction
Site
O1P/O2P
N7
O2
O4
O6
O1P/O2P
N7

91Mg_B

O2
O6
O4’

Location

Distance
(Å)
4.17
4.55

Backbone
Major
Groove
Minor
4.13
Groove
Major
4.32
Groove
Major
4.11
Groove
Backbone
4.17
Major
4.40
Groove
Minor
4.31
Groove
Major
4.22
Groove
Minor
3.92
Groove
a
Using a 5 Å cut-off

Avg t
(ps)
192
185

Maximum time
(ps)
1150
950

930

930

653

1620

2237

10640

221
553

2890
2260

57

170

415

7240

20070

20070

The sequence dependence of the binding event for Mg2+ ions in type B
simulations was analyzed following the same protocol used for Na+ ions. Figure 2.7
presents the data. Sequence enhanced binding was observed for residues 4, 8, 16, and 20
for the 91Mg_B system. The preferred residues were identical due to the palindromic
sequence; residues 4 and 16 were guanines at the border of the AT-tract and 8 and 20
were thymines. The binding at the phosphate groups however was largely uniform, with
no significant sequence dependence.
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Figure 2.7. Sequence dependence of ion binding for Mg2+ ions in type B simulations
(Sequence: 5'-CGCGAATTCGCG-3').
Binding events for the divalent Mg2+ ions were on average much longer than for
Na+ ions, with the longest exceeding 20 ns. These Mg2+ ions all having fully solvated
first-shell waters were unable to form direct coordination complexes; they only formed
solvent-mediated contacts with both minor and major groove atoms as well as the
phosphate groups. In order for these stable water-mediated contacts to form, the 2nd
solvation shell must be perturbed. The nanosecond scale contacts required the ejection of
~5 2nd shell waters. Figures 2.8a and 2.8c illustrate this correlation between stable
binding events and ejection of 2nd shell waters. The cation can closely approach the
duplex with a full 2nd shell, but cannot remain there for long without ejection of 2nd shell
waters. Figures 2.8b and 2.8d present representative binding motifs at the major and
minor grooves, where the fully solvated Mg2+ ion made 3 contacts with the nucleic acid
via 1st solvation shell waters. Binding events with the O1P/O2P were significantly shorter
lived (average duration time ~200 ps) when compared to some of the binding events at
grooves. This would seem counterintuitive based on a solely electrostatic viewpoint due
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to the greater charge on O1P/O2P. A closer examination reveals that a fully-solvated
Mg2+ ion can only make 2 water-mediated contacts with nucleic acid atoms at the
phosphate groups, and consequently the binding remains shorter lived when compared
against the binding at the grooves.
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Figure 2.8. Panels (a) depicts the binding events of one Mg2+ ion in MD simulations of
31Mg_B, monitored by the minimum distance between Mg2+ ion and C1’ atom on the
DNA duplex (blue circles) and total number waters in the second solvation shell (red
squares). Whenever distance between Mg2+-C1’ atom drops below 10 Å, the ion can be
considered as bound. Notice how stable water-mediated binding does not occur until
there is significant perturbation of the 2nd shell. Panel (b) illustrates the binding of a fully
solvated Mg2+ ion making 3 water-mediated contacts (spheres) with 3 different nucleic
acid residues. Non-interacting1st shell waters and nucleic acid atoms are represented as
ball and stick models. Image corresponds to binding events during the last 5000 ps in (a)
and a prominent contact with the major groove. Panel (c) and (d) are similar to Panel (a)
and (b) except it is for 91Mg_B. Image in panel (d) corresponds to binding events during
10000-30000ps in panel (c) with a prominent contact at the minor groove.
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2.3.6. Sensitivity of simulations to force fields and ion parameters
Lastly we investigate sensitivity of simulation results to the force fields used for
nucleic acids and ions. Extensive discussions on the influence of monovalent ion
parameters and force fields for nucleic acids used in MD simulations on the resulting
DNA-ion interactions have been reported in the literature.35,69,82,94,115-116 We focus here on
the number of bound ions and roles of solvation shell structure during the binding. The
use of parm99 or parmbsc0 did not have much effect on these properties since in our
simulations the DNA duplex is restrained. The difference in parm99 and parmbsc0 in
AMBER simulations affects the alpha/gamma transition in the phosphate backbone
which has been linked with conformational stability of B-DNA versus A-DNA.95 In our
simulations, the initial structure of the DNA duplex, created using nucgen model, adopts
the B-form. The RMSD of the DNA duplex during the entire MD simulation was less
than 0.3 Å, regardless of whether we used the parm99 or parmbsc0 force fields.
The ion parameters had some impact on the observed interactions between ions
and nucleic acids. For the monovalent Na+ ions, the LJ potential in ion08 for Na+ has a
steeper well-depth at a smaller radius (see Table 2.1) than in ion94. Consequently, we
observed that the first peak of RDF between the closest Na+ ions with any DNA atom
shifted to a slightly smaller radial distance with a higher intensity (see Figure 2.9).
Analysis of contacts between Na+ and DNA atoms revealed the average time a Na+ ion
binds with a DNA atom is longer in simulations with ions08 than with ions94. However,
the number of bound ions around the DNA duplex, as defined in section (A), had little
dependence on the ion parameters. The two simulations yield the same number of bound
ions as shown in Figure 2.10. The number of bound ions is determined primarily by the
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long-range electrostatic interactions between ions with DNA, and hence it is not sensitive
to the parameters in the short-range LJ interactions.

Figure 2.9. Radial distribution functions of Na+ to any closest atoms on DNA (excluding
hydrogens) 31Na_B and 31Na_08 MD systems.

Figure 2.10. Number of cations within 10 Å of any closest C1’ atom as a function of
time. Number of Na+ ions for MD simulation 31Na_B and 31Na_08
For the Mg2+ ions, similar problems of equilibration with respect to different
initial starting positions were observed with the use of Allnér and Villa parameters. This
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is not surprising since Mg2+ ions form a tightly bound first water shell in both parameter
sets. The exchange of water molecules in the first solvation shell is too slow to occur in
these standard MD simulations. Improper initial positions for Mg2+ ions will lead to the
same artifacts in simulations. However, when we allow the Mg2+ ions to first form a
water solvation shell in the bulk and then proceed with the MD simulations, the number
of bound Mg2+ again is found to be independent of the ion parameters.
2.4. Conclusion
We have investigated how to properly simulate the ion atmosphere of Na+ and
Mg2+ around nucleic acids using the state of art of MD simulations. We focused on the
initial placement of ions in the simulations: type A simulations, using the initial locations
of the ions determined by an electrostatic grid, and type B, in which cations were
randomly placed at least 35 Å away from nucleic acids. For Na+, the initial simulation
conditions had little effect on the obtained number of bound ions around the duplex. The
number of bound Na+ ions reached equilibrium within 10 ns independent of the initial
positions. For the Mg2+ ion simulations, drastically different results were obtained
depending on the initial locations of the cations. In type A simulations, many Mg2+ ions
were permanently bound to the DNA because they were placed initially too close to the
nucleic acid and these ions did not form a fully solvated inner coordination shell. On the
other hand, in type B simulations when Mg2+ ions were initially placed in the bulk water,
the ions formed octahedral first solvation shell that were not disrupted throughout any of
the simulations. Fully solvated Mg2+ ions bind with DNA with events lasting as long as
20 ns. This observation alerts us to the importance of considering how to introduce the
Mg2+ ions into MD simulations. Since experiments have suggested that the residence
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time of water molecules in the first solvation shell of Mg2+ ion lasts around a
microsecond and removal of first solvating shell water molecules is energetically
unfavorable, the direct ion coordination between Mg2+ and DNA seen in MD simulation
type A is likely an artifact of MD simulations. A recent computational study using replica
exchange MD simulations also reported that binding of “bare” magnesium ions to RNA
atoms never occurred.75 In fact, they have found that crystallographically observed
binding sites of magnesium ions, which were modeled from X-ray scattering data without
first solvation shells, are well reproduced by MD simulations results with magnesium
ions that retain their first solvation shells. In addition, Petrov et al. used high-level
quantum mechanics to calculate the potential binding modes of Mg2+ ions with dimethyl
phosphate and found that Mg2+ ion prefers outer-sphere coordination with the phosphate
moiety.117 Therefore, we conclude that the proper way to simulate Mg2+ ions should
begin with solvated Mg2+ ions. Replica exchange simulations such as those used by
Kirmizialtin and Elber are useful to obtain proper exchange between solvated Mg2+ and
de-solvated Mg2+ ions.75 However, since the exchange is very rare, regular MD
simulations with solvated Mg2+ ions will be sufficient to reproduce real experimental
observations at room temperature.
Our MD simulations also show that the binding between Na+ ions with DNA is
principally through direct contact and these binding events last around several hundred
picoseconds. These observations agree with earlier reports.35,74,87 For Mg2+ ions, the
water mediated contact can be long lived. The longest binding event found in the
simulation lasts up to 20 ns. These long lasting contacts occurred in the groove region
where solvated Mg2+ ions make 3 water-mediated contacts with electronegative atoms.
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Groove binding was correlated with a strong sequence specific enhancement for both
cations. Although Mg2+ ions did bind to the phosphate backbone with events lasting
around 1-2 ns; these events were substantially shorter than groove binding and
demonstrated no sequence dependence. The stable binding of solvated Mg2+ ions with
nucleic acids is correlated with the ejection of second shell water molecules. The more
water mediated contacts a solvated Mg2+ ion can make with nucleic acids, the longer the
binding event.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPARISON OF MONOVALENT AND DIVALENT ION DISTRIBUTIONS
AROUND A DNA DUPLEX WITH MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION
AND A POISSON-BOLTZMANN APPROACH
The ion atmosphere created by monovalent (Na+) or divalent (Mg2+) cations
surrounding a B-form DNA duplex were examined using atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. The ion
distributions predicted by the two methods were compared using plots of radial and twodimensional cation concentrations and by calculating the total number of cations and net
solution charge surrounding the DNA. Na+ ion distributions near the DNA were more
diffuse in PB calculations than in corresponding MD simulations, with PB calculations
predicting lower concentrations near DNA groove sites and phosphate groups and a
higher concentration in the region between these locations. Other than this difference, the
Na+ distributions generated by the two methods largely agreed, as both predicted similar
locations of high Na+ concentration and nearly identical values of the number of cations
and the net solution charge at all distances from the DNA. In contrast, there was greater
disagreement between the two methods for Mg2+ cation concentration profiles, as both
the locations and magnitudes of peaks in Mg2+ concentration were different. Despite
experimental and simulation observations that Mg2+ typically maintains its first solvation
shell when interacting with nucleic acids, modeling Mg2+ as an unsolvated ion during PB
calculations improved the agreement of the Mg2+ ion atmosphere predicted by the two
methods and allowed for values of the number of bound ions and net solution charge
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surrounding the DNA from PB calculations that approached the values observed in MD
simulations.
3.1. Introduction
Interactions between nucleic acids, such as DNA and RNA, and counterions are
key to many nucleic acid functions including genome packaging, DNAzyme and
RNAzyme activity, and protein binding.10-11,13,15,17,23,118-119 Counterions enable proper
folding and function of nucleic acids by partially neutralizing the negatively charged
phosphate groups that are located along the nucleic acid backbone. The counterions not
only bind at specific sites, forming long-lasting interactions that can be observed in
crystal structures of functional RNAs and ribosomal subunits, but they also interact
diffusely and create an “ion atmosphere” surrounding the nucleic acids.12-13,33-34 The ion
atmosphere is constantly in flux, with binding events lasting 100s or 1000s of
picoseconds for monovalent and divalent cations, respectively, making explicit structural
determination using traditional methods ineffective. Therefore, while its existence is
accepted, a detailed understanding of the ion atmosphere, including its spatial
distribution, its composition, and how it differs from bulk solution, has remained
elusive.39,75-76,120
Because of the inability to determine its structure using traditional experimental
methods, understanding of the ion atmosphere surrounding nucleic acids has been, until
recently, mostly based on computational techniques such as solving the PoissonBoltzmann (PB) equation or atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The PB
equation, which uses a mean-field approximation to describe electrolytes within a
continuum based solvent model, has become the standard by which macromolecular
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electrostatic interactions are described. PB theory has been used to study the electrostatic
potentials that surround DNA and RNA, salt effects on ligand and protein binding to
DNA,9-10,49 nucleic acid pKa shifts,121 and ion distributions around nucleic acids.39,50-53
Despite its widespread use, the PB equation models ions as an ideal gas within a constant
dielectric media, preventing it from including ion-ion correlations and limiting its use in
observing specific microscopic interactions. In contrast, fully atomistic MD simulations
can provide a wealth of microscopic and dynamic information about biological systems.
They have been used to investigate potential correlations between monovalent cations
binding to DNA and structural perturbations and have shed new light on nucleic acid
stability and nucleic acid-counterion interactions.35,74,82,87-88 Within MD simulations,
macromolecules, ions, and water are described by force fields based on empirical data
and ab initio calculations, and results from MD simulations are limited by the accuracy of
these force fields. Additionally, MD simulations model ions as point charges while
ignoring electronic effects, such as solvent polarization triggered by Mg2+ ions. Despite
these limitations, MD simulations have successfully reproduced crystallographic binding
sites, sequence-specific binding behavior, and experimental ion distributions.35,38,74-76
Recently, several experimental techniques have begun to deconvolute the ion
atmosphere and more fully investigate nucleic acid-counterion interactions. One of the
first techniques that was used to probe the ion atmosphere was anomalous small-angle Xray scattering (ASAXS), with initial experiments comparing the distributions of
monovalent and divalent cations around DNA.122 While it has revealed a dependence of
ion distribution on topology and that the ion atmosphere created by divalent cations is
significantly more compact than that of monovalent cations,36-38 ASAXS experiments
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have been limited by the method not being sufficiently quantitative and lacking the
ability to accurately detect Mg2+ and other biologically important cations. Bai et al.
quantitatively determined the enrichment of cations and depletion of anions surrounding
a short DNA segment using a novel technique called buffer equilibration and atomic
emission spectroscopy (BE-AES).39 They also compared the relative DNA binding
affinity of several monovalent and divalent cations and made the important observation
that Mg2+ ions actively displaced Na+ ions near the nucleic acid, a result that has been
supported by other experimental methods including Raman spectroscopy and second
harmonic generation microscopy.40-41
While these recent experiments have improved understanding of the ion
atmosphere, they are unable to explain many properties that are required for a complete
description of the ion atmosphere, including local spatial distributions, dynamics, and
atom-specific affinity of counterion-DNA interactions. Therefore, computational
techniques, such as the PB equation and atomistic MD simulations that can supplement
experimental observations remain crucial to developing a complete understanding of the
ion atmosphere. Relatedly, computational results can be compared with experiments and
with each other to test and refine the computational methods and maximize their efficacy.
For example, Bai et al. compared their BE-AES experimental results with PB calculations
and found that PB theory underestimates the concentration of divalent cations near
nucleic acids within the ion atmosphere,39 a result in agreement with a decade old
observation by Deserno et al. based on comparisons between PB theory and MD
simulations.123 More recently, comparisons between PB theory and experimental or MD
simulation results have found that PB theory agrees reasonably well with other methods
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for monovalent cations and that this agreement improves when using distance-dependent
solvent dielectric constants and accounting for ion size.51,53 However, even when using
these modified approaches, PB theory showed significant discrepancies in comparison
with other approaches for small, high valence cations, such as Mg2+, and also
underestimated the experimentally observed ability of Mg2+ to outcompete Na+ for
preferred nucleic acid binding sites.124-125 In contrast, detailed comparisons between MD
simulations and recent experimental results have also been performed and have been
shown to largely agree for both mono- and divalent cations. Atomistic MD simulations
performed by Yoo et al. were able to reproduce ion-count data and Mg2+/Na+ competition
behavior found in BE-AES experiments,76 and Kirmizialtin et al. reported good
agreement between MD simulations and ASAXS experiments for the number and
distribution of Na+, Rb+, and Sr2+ cations surrounding A-form RNA.38 The simulations
used in these comparisons were also able to provide detailed information about the radial
distribution functions surrounding nucleic acids and binding behavior that are currently
inaccessible to experiments.
In the following work, we provide a comprehensive description and comparison
of the ion atmosphere surrounding a B-form DNA duplex in the presence of monovalent
(Na+) or divalent (Mg2+) cations using atomistic MD simulations and PB theory. We
compare the cation concentration distributions surrounding the DNA axis for each
computational method and observe discrepancies between PB theory and MD simulations
for both cations, with the Mg2+ cation distributions in particular showing little agreement
between the two methods. However, when comparing the number of excess ions and net
solution charge surrounding the DNA duplex, we observe reasonable agreement between
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MD simulations and PB theory for monovalent cations and, under certain circumstances,
divalent cations. We examine the size of the ion atmosphere around the DNA using the
solution’s net charge, and find the ion atmosphere formed by Mg2+ to be smaller than a
corresponding monovalent atmosphere. We also investigate the effect of ion model on the
ion distributions found in MD simulations.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Simulations
To compare ion distributions found in atomistic MD simulations with those
predicted by the PB equation, we constructed a 12 bp DNA duplex with a sequence of
d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 using the nucgen module within the AMBER10 software suite.97
The DNA was immersed in a large periodic box (~100 Å x 100 Å x 100 Å) containing
TIP3P water, either 31 or 91 monovalent (Na+) or divalent (Mg2+) cations, and an
appropriate number of monovalent anions (Cl-) to neutralize the system (Table 3.1). To
prevent artifacts caused by initially placing cations near the DNA duplex, all cations were
randomly placed throughout the simulation box at least 35 Å away from the duplex.120 In
all simulations, the DNA duplex was harmonically restrained to the initial coordinates
with a 10 kcal/mol*Å2 spring constant.
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Table 3.1. MD Simulations Conditions
Simulation
31Na-A
31Na-B
91Na-A
91Na-B
31Mg-A
31Mg-B
91Mg-A
91Mg-B

Force
field
ff99
ff10
ff99
ff10
ff99

Ion
parameters
ions94
ions08
ions94
ions08
ions94

Number of Ions

[Cation]Bulk
(M)
0.033
0.033
0.137
0.135
0.035

31 Na+
9 Cl31 Na+
9 Cl+
91 Na
69 Cl91 Na+ 69 Cl31
40 ClMg2+
ff10
Allnér/ions08
31
40 Cl0.038
2+
Mg
ff99
ions94
91
160
0.141
2+
Mg
Cl
ff10
Allnér/ions08
91
160
0.141
2+
Mg
Cl
* The tMD listed includes a 10 ns equilibration period.

tMD
(ns)*
50
150
50
150
50
150
50
150

To examine the effect of force field parameters on ion distributions, we performed
two sets of simulations using different force fields and parameters (Table 3.1). In “A”
type simulations, the DNA and the ions were treated with the ff99 and ions94 force field
parameters, respectively.93,99-100 The ions94 parameter set has widely cited crystallization
problems for high concentrations of KCl and NaCl, but the concentrations employed in
this work remain below the anomalous crystallization point.50,68-70 In type “B”
simulations, we used the ff10 force field for DNA atoms, Na+ and Cl- ion parameters
from the ions08 parameter set, and recently published Mg2+ parameters from Allnér et
al.71,73,94-95,126 This second group of simulations was run using the CUDA implementation
of AMBER12.127-129 Lennard-Jones parameters of the ions used in the simulations are
located in Table 3.2. With respect to nucleic acid force field parameters, previous MD
simulations have shown nucleic acid description does not influence ion distributions
around a fixed duplex.120 Additionally, Mg2+ is represented as a point charge in both
parameter sets which does not account for polarization and charge-transfer effects and
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may lead to an inadequate description of cation behavior for some situations.65-67
However, multiple groups have reproduced experimental results using MD simulations
that effectively model Mg2+ ions with fully solvated inner coordination shells.41,53,75-76,120
DFT calculations also predicted fully solvated Mg2+ ion binding with dimethyl-phosphate
as a mimic of nucleic acid backbones.117

Table 3.2. Lennard-Jones Parameters for Different Ion Models
Ion
Na+
Mg2+
Cl-

Parameter set ε (kcal/mol) rii (Å)
ions94
0.00277
3.7360
ions08
0.0874393 2.738
ions94
0.8947
1.5852
Allnér and Villa
0.00295
3.109
ions94
0.1
4.94
ions08
0.0355910 5.026

In order to examine the ion distributions obtained during MD simulations with
predictions based on the PB equation, the bulk cation concentration for each system was
determined. We mapped a histogram of ion spatial locations with a 0.5 Å grid covering
the entire simulation box. This histogram, n(x,y,z), was then converted to cation molar
concentration, C(x,y,z), as a function of location within the box through Equation 5,
below, where tMD is the production simulation length, Vgrid is the grid volume, and NA is
Avogadro's number.
𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) = 𝑡𝑡

𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

10 27

(5)

𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧)

Figure 3.1a illustrates the volume, separated by black vertical planes, used to determine
the bulk ion concentrations during the productions runs. Figure 3.1b shows a
representative concentration profile along the x and y-axis averaged over the entire
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system box. From approximately -25 to 25 Å, the cation concentration was enhanced due
to the nucleic acid's presence. The bulk cation concentration was, therefore, calculated by
averaging over the grid points in regions at least 30 Å away from the center of the helix
(the region bordered by vertical lines in Figure 3.1b).

Figure 3.1. (a) Illustration of volume used to find the bulk cation concentration. Only
ions between the planes were included in calculation. (b) X and Y-axis (blue and red
respectively) concentration profiles for 91Na-B system. Bulk cation concentration was
estimated by averaging the values from -47 to -30 Å with those from 30 to 47 Å.
3.2.2. Solving the Nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann Equation
The nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation that describes the ion distribution
around the duplex was solved through the use of the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver
(APBS) software package.130-132 The initial DNA structure from the MD simulations was
used as the input structure for all of the APBS calculations. An automatically configured
sequential focusing multigrid was used to solve the PB equation. The PB equation was
solved on a large, coarse grid box with 200 Å dimensions using 161 grid points per axis
first, then on a fine grid that matched the periodic box present in the MD simulations.
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The MD simulations were performed with periodic boundary conditions, while the PB
equation was solved using a single Debye-Hückel boundary condition. Artifacts related to
boundary conditions were recently investigated by Ye et al.; based on their study and the
large size of our system box, these artifacts should be negligible.133 We also tested the
effect of single vs. multiple Debye-Hückel boundary conditions on the ion distributions
and found the effect was insignificant. The solute was treated with a dielectric constant of
2, accounting for the effect of electronic polarizability.44,46,49 The solvent dielectric was
set to 78.4 in agreement with experimental observations for water at 300 K. The ionic
radius of Na+ was set to 1.16 Å, a value corresponding to its experimental crystal ionic
radius,134 representing a fully desolvated Na+ ion. In comparison with Na+ ions which
commonly release hydrating water molecules when binding to DNA during MD
simulations, Mg2+ ions interact more strongly with water molecules and maintain their
first solvation shell.40,75,107,120,135-136 Therefore, we modeled Mg2+ ions in PB calculations
using two atomic radii: 0.86 Å, its experimental ionic radius to represent a desolvated
ion, and 3.36 Å, approximating the size of a fully hydrated Mg2+ ion, determined from
the nearest approach of solvated Mg2+ ions to DNA atoms within type B MD simulations
(Figure 3.2). The large radius is also slightly less than the sum of the desolvated Mg2+
radius and approximate diameter of water (2.8 Å). Nucleic acid atomic charges were
grouped onto nearest-neighbor grid points and were assigned according to the AMBER
ff99 force field.
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Figure 3.2. Mg2+-DNA radial distribution function for the 91Mg simulations. 91Mg-A
and 91Mg-B simulations (blue and red respectively) have similar RDFs, but the peak for
91Mg-B is shifted to slightly larger radial distances.
3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Sensitivity of Ion Distributions to APBS calculation input parameters
Ion distributions predicted by numerically solving the PB equation are affected by
the calculations’ input parameters. To examine the sensitivity of our results to APBS
input parameters, we ran a large number of calculations examining the effect of ionic and
solvent radius, solute dielectric, and solvent dielectric on the predicted number of cations
within 10 Å of the nucleic acid C1' atoms, Ncat, in solution with a bulk cation
concentration of 0.150 M. C1' atoms were selected because the atoms are present in every
residue and reside near the minor and major groove floors. Results of these calculations
are located in Table 3.3. The solvent probe radius, rsolv, and the solute dielectric εsol, had
an insignificant effect on the ion distributions. The solvent dielectric εsolv had a small
influence over the ion atmosphere, with a decrease of approximately one cation over the
range investigated. The ion distributions were most sensitive toward changes in the ion
probe size, rIon, with a decrease of approximately three and two cations for mono- and
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divalent salts respectively. APBS calculations used in comparisons with MD simulations
utilized input parameters (ion size, solute and solvent dielectric constants, etc.) based on
reported values whenever possible (see Methods). In the remaining part of the paper, we
examine the ion model's effect on binding and radial distributions, and focus on
comparing radial ion concentration profiles, 2D ion concentration contours, number of
excess ions, and the net solution charge determined from MD simulations with those
predicted by APBS calculations.
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Table 3.3. APBS Results for Monovalent and Divalent Salt
Monovalent
Divalent
rIon=1.5 Å,
rIon=1.5 Å,
rIon=1.5 Å,
rsolv=1.4 Å,
εsol=2,
rsolv=1.4 Å,
rsolv=1.4 Å,
εsol=2,
εsolv=78.4
εsolv=78.4
εsol=2
εsolv=78.4
rsolv
Ncata
εsolu
Ncata
εsolv
Ncata rIon (Å) Ncata
(Å)
12.4
0.0
10.4
2
10.4
65
11.4
0.5
9.8
12.2
0.1
10.4
3
10.4
66
11.3
0.6
9.6
12.0
0.2
10.4
4
10.4
67
11.3
0.7
9.5
11.8
0.3
10.4
5
10.3
68
11.2
0.8
9.4
11.6
0.4
10.4
6
10.3
69
11.1
0.9
9.3
11.4
0.5
10.4
7
10.3
70
11.0
1.0
9.1
11.2
0.6
10.4
8
10.3
71
11.9
1.1
9.0
11.0
0.7
10.4
9
10.3
72
10.8
1.2
8.9
10.8
0.8
10.4
10
10.3
73
10.8
1.3
8.7
10.6
0.9
10.4
11
10.3
74
10.7
1.4
8.6
10.4
1.0
10.4
12
10.3
75
10.6
1.5
8.5
10.1
1.1
10.4
13
10.3
76
10.5
1.6
8.3
9.9
1.2
10.4
14
10.3
77
10.5
1.7
8.2
9.7
1.3
10.4
15
10.3
78
10.4
1.8
8.1
9.4
1.4
10.4
16
10.3
79
10.3
1.9
7.9
9.2
1.5
10.4
17
10.3
80
10.3
2.0
7.7
18
10.3
81
10.2
19
10.3
82
10.1
20
10.3
a
Ncat is the predicted number of cations within 10 Å of the C1’ atoms

rsolv=1.4 Å,
εsol=2,
εsolv=78.4
rIon (Å) Ncata
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
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3.3.2. Na+ Ion Concentration Profiles
We calculated the radial concentration profile of cations around the DNA duplex
for each system and method to examine differences in local ion distributions to compare
MD simulations with different ion parameters and MD simulations with APBS
calculations. For both computational methods, radial profiles were computed by
integrating grid-based concentration data within a cylindrical volume surrounding the
DNA. The cylindrical volume (Figure 3.3) considered has an axis that is coincident with
the DNA axis and a height of 41 Å (the duplex’s height was ~42 Å), thereby ignoring
ions that interact with atoms at the ends of the duplex.

Figure 3.3. Volume used for ion concentration profiles. Only ions/grid points within
shaded region were used in concentration profiles.
The concentration profiles determined from our MD simulations, along with those
predicted by APBS calculations, are located in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b. The profiles
generated from MD simulations have two main concentration peaks. The first peak (at ~6
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Å from the DNA axis) results from interactions with electronegative atoms within the
DNA grooves, while the second (at ~13 Å from the DNA axis) indicates interactions with
phosphate groups. These profiles agree well with results from similar simulations of ions
around DNA and A-RNA,50,53,75,137 although topological differences between RNA and
DNA shift the position of the peaks. However, they differ from recent profiles of ions
surrounding DNA obtained by Yoo et al. which contained only a single large peak.76 A
possible cause of this difference is that, in the simulations described here, the duplex was
three dimensionally restrained, while in Yoo et al., the DNA had increased freedom of
motion as only its vertical orientation was constrained, which could allow the peaks to
broaden and possibly overlap. Our MD simulations show the overall independence of the
concentration profiles with respect to the ion parameters, though some peak size
dependence was observed. For example, groove floor binding (peaks in the 6 Å region)
was fairly uniform between the two parameter sets at both concentrations, with 31Na-B
having a slightly broader peak than 31Na-A and 91Na-B having a taller peak than 91NaA. However, both Na-B simulations showed significantly higher backbone binding
(peaks in the 13 Å region) than their Na-A counterparts. To explain the differences found
in the backbone region, we analyzed Na+ ion contacts with all nucleic acid oxygen and
nitrogen atoms, and found that both Na-B simulations were located more often within 3
Å of the O3’ sugar atom and the O1P phosphate atom. Contact data for select nucleic
acid atoms is located in Figure 3.5.The differences between the Na-A and Na-B
simulation types are expected based on the parameters used to model the Na+ ions (Table
3.2). The ions08 parameter set used in the Na-B simulations models the Na+ ion as
smaller than the ions94 parameters in Na-A simulations, allowing ions in the B type
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simulations to interact more closely with negatively charged groups. Increased short
range binding is also supported by the Na+-DNA radial distribution function (RDF)
where the principal contact peak was approximately twice as high for systems with
ions08 parameters (Figure 3.6). Whether the enhanced cation binding observed in the
31Na-B and 91Na-B systems better represents experimental results is not clear at the
moment. However, Yoo et al. recently found better agreement with experimental osmotic
pressure data for cation-acetate and cation-dimethyl-phosphate simulations while using a
modified ions08 model.72

Figure 3.4. Na+ ion cylindrical radial concentration profiles. (a) Profiles for 31Na-A and
31Na-B (blue solid and dashed lines respectively) MD simulations with APBS prediction
using an ionic radius of 1.16 Å with a bulk concentrating matching 31Na-B (red). (b)
Same as (a) but for 91Na systems.
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Figure 3.5. Atomistic contact data for 31Na and 91Na simulations. (a) 31Na-A and
31Na-B (blue and red bars respectively) simulations demonstrate similar binding. (b)
Same as (a) but for 91Na system.

Figure 3.6. Na+-DNA radial distribution function for the 91Na simulations. 91Na-A and
91Na-B simulations (blue and red respectively) have similar peak positions. However,
the magnitude of the first peak is approximately twice as high for the 91Na-B simulation.
To effectively compare the concentration profiles obtained using MD simulations
and the PB equation, we matched the bulk cation concentration observed in the MD
simulation with the bulk cation concentration used in the subsequent PB calculation.
However, as differences in binding to the DNA changed the observed bulk ion
concentrations for the A and B type MD simulations, PB calculations were designed to
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match the bulk concentrations obtained in the B type (ions08) simulations. The first peak
for both PB profiles was at approximately 5 Å, in good agreement with the location of the
first peak of both simulations, but the peak heights of the PB profiles were significantly
lower than observed in corresponding simulation profiles. Between the main peaks of the
MD simulations (in the region from 7-10 Å from the DNA axis), PB theory predicted a
higher cation concentration than what was observed in the simulations. Previously, it has
been suggested that the higher cation concentrations found in PB calculations in the 7-10
Å region was the result of ion-ion correlations within MD simulations that are not
considered in the mean-field PB theory.53 Specifically, cation-assisted approach of anions
to regions near the nucleic acid have been observed in MD simulations; these anions
exclude a certain volume from cations, reducing the observed cation concentration at
radial distances containing the anions. However, we found an insignificant difference
(less than 1%) in cation concentration once the anionic excluded volume was taken into
account. In the region from 10-15 Å, PB theory matched the cation concentration found
in the 31Na-B simulation, and it predicted a cation concentration between the two MD
simulations for the 91Na systems. At greater distances where the influence of the duplex
wanes, the two methods agreed well.
3.3.3. Mg2+ Ion Concentration Profiles
The Mg2+ ion concentration profiles obtained from MD simulations and PB
calculations are located in Figures 3.7a and 3.7b. There were only minor differences
between the two Mg MD systems, where both Mg-B simulations had a higher first peak
and a slightly smaller peak near the backbone. Cations in both Mg-B systems were found
to bind more often with N6 and O4 than cations in the Mg-A systems (Figure 3.8).
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Additionally, both 91Mg systems result in a peak just outside the groove floor region (~7
Å) that was not observed in the 31Mg systems. This peak was caused by cations binding
to minor groove atoms near the sugar rings. Interactions in this region, though rare, have
the potential for long term binding, with events lasting up to 20 ns.120 In the 91Mg-A
simulation, we observed a single binding event between a Mg2+ cation and an O4’ atom
that was maintained for 20 ns; this event and increased binding with O3’ and O5’ atoms
help explain why the height of the 7 Å peak was higher in the type A simulation. Finally,
there is a slight shift and diminished peak height for both Mg-B profiles in the 10-15 Å
region caused by diminished O1P and O2P binding that may be due to differences in the
cation size between parameter sets. The Mg2+ ion model in the ions94 (type A) parameter
set is smaller than in the Allnér and Villa parameters (type B simulation), allowing for
closer approach of the Mg2+ to DNA atoms, as supported by Mg2+-DNA radial
distribution function (RDF) where the principal contact peak is closer for type A
simulations than type B simulations (Figure 3.2). Even with this shift, the agreement
between the two simulations remained quite good.
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Figure 3.7. Mg2+ ion radial concentration profiles. (a) Profiles for 31Mg-A and 31Mg-B
(blue solid and dashed lines respectively) MD simulations with APBS prediction using an
ionic radius of 0.86 and 3.36 Å with a bulk concentrating matching 31Mg-B (red and
green respectively). (b) Same as (a) but for 91Mg systems.

Figure 3.8. Atomistic contact data for 31Mg and 91Mg simulations. (a) Very similar
binding was observed between 31Mg-A (blue) and 31Mg-B (red). (b) Significant
differences in binding were found between 91Mg-A (blue) and 91Mg-B (red) at several
nucleic acid atoms.
As with Na+ ions, we matched the bulk concentration used in the PB calculation
with the bulk concentration of the type B simulations. During the PB calculations, we
modeled Mg2+ ions with probe radii of 0.86 Å, matching the size of a fully desolvated
Mg2+ ion, or 3.36 Å, to approximate the size of a solvated cation (see Methods). It should
also be noted that every Mg2+ ion in our MD simulations remained fully solvated.
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Agreement between the PB calculations and MD simulations was poor for both
concentrations. When modeled with a 0.86 Å probe, the PB equation predicted very deep
penetration, with cations approaching as close as 2.5 Å from the DNA axis; when a 3.36
Å probe was used, the cations could only approach to within approximately 6 Å of the
axis. The PB calculations with both probe sizes did not predict the height and position of
the first radial concentration peaks observed in simulations. In the 7-10 Å region, the 0.86
Å PB calculations resulted in greater cation concentrations than observed in simulations,
but good agreement was achieved between both simulations and the 3.36 Å PB
calculations. In the backbone region (10-15 Å), the differences between PB and MD
simulations were similar to those observed in the groove floor, with PB theory for both
probe radii predicting a lower amount of cation binding and different peak positions than
MD simulations.
3.3.4. Two-Dimensional Cation Concentration Plots
To more fully examine differences in the spatial distributions of cations
surrounding DNA predicted by the PB equation and MD simulations, we calculated two
dimensional cation concentration plots by integrating grid-based cation concentration and
electrostatic potential data within a cubic volume surrounding either a central base-pair or
the entire duplex. Figure 3.9 presents two dimensional cation concentration plots within a
rectangular box with a height of 2 Å centered on the A6-T19 base pair for both 91Na-B
and 91Mg-B systems. A6-T19 was chosen because in previous simulations the base pair
demonstrated little sequence-specific enhancement of cation binding to either groove
(Figures 2.5 and 2.7).120 Peaks in negative electrostatic potential were found primarily
near the phosphate backbone and the minor and major grooves (Figure 3.9a). Binding
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around the base pair for both 91Na-B and 91Mg-B (Figures 3.9b and 3.9d) was intense
with the greatest concentration found within the major groove for 91Na-B and near the
major groove and backbone for 91Mg-B. Not surprisingly, given that Mg2+ remained
fully solvated in the simulations and the radial distribution profiles discussed previously,
Na+ more deeply penetrated both major and minor groove sites than Mg2+ in the
simulations.
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Figure 3.9. Two dimensional cation concentration plots centered in a rectangular volume
with a height of 2 Å centered on the A6 and T19 base pair. (a) Electrostatic potential found
around the A6 and T19 base pair, with locations of high negative potential in red, neutral
potential in green, and high positive potential in dark blue. The approximate location of
the phosphate backbone, minor groove, and major groove are indicated by P, mg, and
MG respectively. Cation concentration contour plots for (b) 91Na-B MD simulation, (c)
PB calculation corresponding to (b) with a 1.16 Å monovalent probe,(d) 91Mg-B MD
simulation, (e) PB calculation corresponding to (d) with a 0.86 Å divalent probe, (f) PB
calculation corresponding to (d) with a 3.36 Å divalent probe. The cation concentration
ranges for each color in all panels (b-f) are identical and range from 0 (dark blue) to 4
(red) M.
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In general, the 91Na-B two-dimensional plots from the MD simulation (Figure
3.9b) and PB calculation (Figure 3.9c) show good qualitative agreement, with cation “hot
spots” from both methods near the phosphate backbone and near the major and minor
grooves. However, there were some differences between the methods, with the PB
equation predicting deeper penetration into the minor groove and lacking some locations
of high cation density, such as near (-5, 10), that are observed in MD simulations.
Additionally, the magnitudes of the cation density surrounding the base pair did not
consistently agree, as peaks in the cation concentration observed in MD simulations were
significantly higher than those predicted by the PB equation. To facilitate comparisons in
Figure 3.9, the density cutoffs used to generate the color scheme were identical for all
panels and were selected using the concentrations observed in PB calculations. For
example, the maximum density observed in the PB equation was located in the minor
groove and had a value of 9.3 M, while, the maximum density observed in the MD
simulation was 60 M in the major groove, and several locations had cation densities as
high as 15 M.
The two-dimensional concentration plot from the 91Mg-B simulation (Figure
3.9d) was also compared to plots generated from both small and large ion probe PB
calculations (Figures 3.9e and 3.9f). In general, agreement was poor between the
calculation methods for the divalent cation, with the small and large probe PB contour
plots bracketing the MD simulation contour. Reasonable agreement was observed for the
MD simulation and small probe PB calculation especially near the backbone, but
significant discrepancies were found in the minor groove. Groove binding in the large
probe contour plot was similar to the binding observed in the MD contour; however,
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backbone binding was greatly diminished in the large probe contour. As with the Na+ ion
contours, regions of high cation concentration in the MD simulations had higher
magnitudes than corresponding regions in either the small or large probe PB calculation,
with the maximum values in MD simulations more than 4 times as large as in PB
calculations.
As with the radial concentration profiles, two-dimensional contour plots for the
entire duplex (Figure 3.10) were calculated over a box with a height of 41 Å, ignoring
some ions that interacted with the DNA termini. Peaks in negative electrostatic potential
were roughly symmetric around the duplex due to the phosphate groups in the backbone
(Figure 3.10a), with the largest negative potentials located at the groove floors. Similar to
the contour around a single base pair, the binding of the different cations observed in MD
simulations (Figure 3.10b for 91Na-B and Figure 3.10 for 91Mg-B) was similar around
the phosphate groups, but had larger differences near the groove sites. As evidenced by
the annulus of concentration approximately 5 Å away from the DNA center axis, Na+ was
able to consistently penetrate major and minor groove sites, while Mg2+ was limited to a
smaller number of groove binding sites. Comparison of the densities in the 91Na-B MD
simulation (Figure 3.10b) with those of a corresponding PB calculation (Figure 3.10c)
reveal many of the same features as observed for the plot around a single base pair, with
both showing high cation densities at similar locations near the groove sites and
phosphates and the PB calculation predicting more diffuse binding in both regions.
Again, while the same scale to indicate color cutoff values was used for cation
concentrations in all panels of Figure 3.10, the maximum cation concentrations in the
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MD simulations were much higher (12 M) than those observed in PB simulations (1.5
M).

Figure 3.10. Two dimensional cation concentration profiles averaged over a rectangular
volume centered on the DNA axis and encompassing the entire DNA. (a) Electrostatic
potential with locations of high negative potential in red, neutral potential in green, and
high positive potential in dark blue. Cation concentration contour plots for (b) 91Na-B
MD simulation, (c) PB calculation corresponding to (b) with a 1.16 Å monovalent
probe,(d) 91Mg-B MD simulation, (e) PB calculation corresponding to (d) with a 0.86 Å
divalent probe, (f) PB calculation corresponding to (d) with a 3.36 Å divalent probe. The
cation concentration ranges for each color in all panels (b-f) are identical and range from
0 (dark blue) to 1.6 (red) M.
A comparison of the 91Mg MD simulation contour (Figure 3.10d) with those
calculated using the small ion probe APBS calculation (Figure 3.10e) yielded surprisingly
good agreement, as cation "hot spots" isolated from the MD simulation were reproduced
fairly well with the PB calculation, although the more diffuse binding predicted by the
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PB equation was again observed, particularly near the phosphate backbone. While the PB
calculation with the small probe radius predicted slightly deeper penetration into the
grooves, many of the areas of high cation density near the groove sites, such as near (4,3) and (5,-2) had corresponding high cation density regions in MD simulations. The
MD simulation and the large ion probe PB calculation yielded drastically different
contour plots. The large probe PB calculation has an almost complete lack of groove
penetration and low backbone binding. Overall, the two dimensional cation concentration
contours support the results found with the one dimensional radial concentration plots.
The MD simulations produce higher, and more localized, peaks in cation density near
groove sites and phosphate groups, while PB calculations have higher concentrations in
the region between these peaks, as shown by the areas of green and yellow approximately
7 to 10 Å from the DNA axis in Figures 3.10c and 3.10e.
3.3.5. Number of Excess Ions and Net Solution Charge
Recently, a common method of determining the number of cations bound to a
nucleic acid oligomer from computational studies has been to use radial concentration
profiles to calculate the number of ions in a volume near the nucleic acid in excess of the
number of ions in an identical volume in bulk solution. The number of excess/bound ions
calculated in computational studies has been directly compared to, and shown good
agreement with, the results of ASAXS and BE-AES experiments.38-39,76 Specifically, we
compute the number of excess ions, Ni(r), of type, i, by integrating over the difference
between the radial concentration, Ci(r), and the bulk concentration, CBulk, over a
cylindrical volume
𝑟𝑟

(6)

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 (𝑟𝑟) = 2𝜋𝜋ℎ ∫0 [𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝑟𝑟) − 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ]𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
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where h is the height of the DNA duplex. Results for Equation 6 from MD simulations
and PB calculations are presented in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.

Figure 3.11. Number of excess Na+ ions. (a) 31Na-B MD simulation (blue) compared to
matched PB calculation (red). (b) Same as (a) except for 91Na-B simulation with
matched PB calculation.

Figure 3.12. Number of excess Mg2+ ions. (a) 31Mg-B MD simulation (blue) compared
to matched bulk concentration PB calculation using a 0.86 or 3.36 Å ion probe (red and
green respectively). (b) Same as (a) except for 91Mg-B.
Good agreement between MD simulation and PB calculations was previously
reported for the number of bound cations near a RNA duplex.53 However, it should be
noted that the results presented in that work provided only the total number of excess ions
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in the entire simulation box, while the data presented here can be used to compare the
development of the ion atmosphere moving away from the nucleic acid axis. The Na+
ions plots of Equation 6 for both concentrations and theoretical methods are presented in
Figure 3.11. Since the APBS calculations were matched to the type B simulations, only
the ion distributions from those simulations will be used for this analysis. For both
concentrations, there was good agreement between MD simulation and PB theory, and
the overall difference between the methods was less than one Na+ ion for both
concentrations at all distances from the DNA axis. MD simulations resulted in a slightly
higher number of excess ions within 10 Å, a result of increased groove floor binding
(Figure 3.4), while PB theory predicted a larger number of excess Na+ ions at radial
distances beginning around 15 Å away from the DNA axis for the 31Na system.
The Mg2+ ion plots of Equation 6 are found in Figure 3.12. Type B MD
simulations were compared to PB theory using a small and large ion probe (0.86 and 3.36
Å). Agreement between 31Mg-B MD simulation and the 0.86 Å probe APBS calculation
was good- the number of excess ions at large radial distances was similar- and better than
expected considering the significant discrepancies found in the radial concentration
profiles (Figure 3.7). The good agreement between the small probe PB calculations and
MD simulation was not completely repeated at the higher concentration, as the MD
simulations predict a greater number of excess Mg2+ ions than the small probe PB
calculations except in a region from ~8 to 15 Å away from the DNA axis. The PB theory
using a large ion probe was not able to satisfactorily reproduce the binding behavior of
Mg2+ ions at either concentration, failing to match any local features of the ion
distributions or the overall number of excess cations.
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The net solution charge, calculated by considering the total number of cations and
anions, as a function of the distance from the DNA axis for the Na and Mg systems is
presented in Figure 3.13. For the Na systems (Figure 3.13a), the close agreement
observed in the bound cation data was repeated. The MD simulations and PB calculations
yielded essentially the same net solution charge throughout the radial distance range
without reaching total system neutrality (solid black line in Figure 3.13). The agreement
between the Mg2+ ion simulations and small ion probe PB calculations improved when
comparing the net solution charge. Net charge results for the large ion probe PB
calculations are not presented in Figure 3.13b for clarity, though it should be noted
agreement between MD simulations and these PB calculations remained poor. The
agreement in the net solution charge for Mg2+ systems between the small ion probe PB
calculations and MD simulations was surprising based on the cation concentration
profiles. However, the agreement can be explained by considering that the closer
approach of Mg2+ ions to the DNA axis and their higher concentration in the 7-10 Å
region while using PB theory counteracts the higher concentrations near groove and
phosphate sites observed in MD simulations. Additionally, we note that the net solution
charge displayed in Figure 3.13 did not completely neutralize the DNA for any system.
However, this result is due to the fact that the region sampled when calculating the charge
included only a cylinder centered on the DNA axis with approximately the same height as
the DNA duplex (Figure 3.3). Cations interacting with the ends of the DNA duplex are
often outside of this cylinder and were not included in the calculated net solution charge.
We determined the net solution charge while increasing the cylinder height and found
that including ions above and below the DNA duplex allowed the net solution charge to
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more closely approach a value that would neutralize the DNA (Figure 3.14). The net
solution charge in a cylinder of height 71 Å (approximately 15 Å above and below the
end of the DNA) shows similar agreement between predictions of MD simulations and
the PB equation (Figure 3.14) as a cylinder with a height equal to the DNA (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13. Net solution charge. (a) 31Na-B and 91Na-B MD simulations (blue solid
and blue dashed respectively) compared with PB calculations using matched bulk
concentration (red solid and red dashed respectively). (b) 31Mg-B and 91Mg-B MD
simulations (blue solid and blue dashed respectively) compared with PB calculations
using matched bulk concentration and a 0.86 Å ion probe (red solid and red dashed
respectively). For (a) and (b), the solid black line represents system neutrality.
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Figure 3.14. Net solution charge using various cylinder heights. (a) 91Na-B simulations
at cylinder heights of 41, 51, 61, and 71 (blue, red, green, and orange respectively). Net
charge from APBS calculations using a 71 Å cylinder was also included (orange dashed
line) (b) Same as (a) except for 91Mg-B. The net charge was calculated from APBS
results using an ion probe radius of 0.86 Å. Only a small increase in net charge was found
in both systems when increasing the cylinder’s height from 61 to 71.
The size of the ion atmosphere is commonly estimated by determining the
distance at which charge neutrality occurs. In ASAXS experiments and MD simulations,
the ion atmosphere's size was found to be a function of both the ion's valence and the
bulk ion concentration.38,75-76 As previously discussed, the calculated net solution charge
of the systems did not reach neutrality, but a clear rise in the net charge of the solution
and a shift to shorter radial distances from the nucleic acid was observed when the
valency and concentration was increased (Figure 3.13). Although a clear ion atmosphere
size could not be obtained, the reported trend was reproduced. To obtain an estimate of
the atmosphere size we used the point where the radial cation concentration returned to
the bulk ion concentration. Using this definition resulted in ion atmosphere sizes for Na+
and Mg2+ ions of 25-30 Å and 20 Å, respectively (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). These results
are in general agreement with previous experimental and theoretical results though direct
comparisons are problematic due to the different nucleic acid systems.
3.4. Conclusions
In this work, we have examined monovalent and divalent ion distributions around
a DNA oligomer with MD simulations and the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The ion
atmosphere was described with radial and two-dimensional concentration profiles within
volumes centered and aligned to the duplex’s vertical axis. Our analysis of the ion
atmosphere focused on its local and global characteristics, including the number and
radial location of ion density peaks, the number of excess cations, and the net solution
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charge. We also examined the effect of using different ion descriptions on MD-calculated
ion distributions. Similarly, a series of calculations were performed to determine the
influence of APBS input parameters on predicted ion distributions.
To examine how MD parameters impact the local features of the ion atmosphere
and specific interactions that take place within it, we compared radial concentration
profiles of Na+ and Mg2+ around the DNA using MD simulations with two sets of cation
parameters (Table 3.2). For both Na+ and Mg2+, the general features of the profiles for the
different parameter sets were similar, with the concentration profiles for both ions
showing peaks located near electronegative atoms within the DNA grooves and near the
DNA phosphate groups. However, the different ion parameters did have some impact on
both the heights and specific locations of these peaks. Na+ ions modeled using the newer
parameter set (ions08) bound more readily to backbone sites (Figure 3.4), while Mg2+
binding was more consistent across the different parameter sets, with only slight
differences in groove interactions.
While differences between radial concentration profiles surrounding DNA
between MD simulations using different ion parameters were modest, differences
between the profiles generated using MD simulations and PB theory were more
significant. In general, the radial concentration profiles of cations surrounding DNA
(Figure 3.4 and 3.7) from PB theory had a more diffuse arrangement of cations around
the DNA than MD simulations. While MD simulation profiles had peaks at the groove
sites and phosphate groups separated by a distinct valley from ~7-10 Å from the DNA
central axis, the PB profiles had shorter and broader peaks and a concentration from 7-10
Å that was typically higher than what was observed in corresponding MD simulations.
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These differences were also observed in two-dimensional plots of the concentration
surrounding a DNA base-pair (Figure 3.9) or the entire DNA axis (Figure 3.10), where
MD simulations predicted higher maximum concentrations and concentration peaks that
were localized to specific binding sites in groove regions and near the phosphate
backbone in comparison with the more diffuse binding predicted by corresponding PB
calculations. To some extent, the higher maximum concentrations observed in MD
simulations may be the result of the MD simulations only being averaged over a
relatively short time period, while the PB equation is a mean field theory. However,
many of the observed differences between the methods, such as differences in the depths
of penetration into grooves and in the concentration in the regions between the grooves
and phosphates, seem unlikely to be related to the limited sampling of MD simulations.
In agreement with previous studies, we observed much larger discrepancies
between the distributions of Mg2+ around a nucleic acid oligomer predicted by MD
simulations and by PB theory than in corresponding comparisons of Na+ distributions. To
further investigate these differences, we examined the impact of the probe radius used in
PB calculations for Mg2+ surrounding DNA by comparing Mg2+ modeled as an ion with a
radius of 0.86 Å, representing a fully desolvated ion, with Mg2+ modeled with a radius of
3.36 Å, the distance of closest approach between Mg2+ ions and DNA duplex atoms
observed in MD simulations, representing a fully solvated ion. In accord with
expectations from previous simulation and experimental results, Mg2+ remained fully
solvated in all simulations here and was only observed to bind to the DNA through watermediated interactions, and, therefore, using a large radius probe in PB calculation to
represent a solvated Mg2+ ion could potentially represent DNA-ion interactions more
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accurately. However, we found that radial concentration functions around the DNA from
PB calculations using the larger radius model had very poor agreement with MD
simulations. The distance of closest approach to the DNA axis was ~6 Å using the larger,
solvated PB probe radius, compared to ~2.5 Å for the smaller, desolvated probe radius
and ~5 Å for MD simulations (Figure 3.7). Despite Mg2+ ions in the MD simulations
remaining fully solvated throughout the simulation, they were able to penetrate more
deeply into the DNA than the PB probe assuming a solvated ion radius, revealing
flexibility in the hydrated Mg2+ ions and the DNA duplex that is not reproduced in the PB
calculations. Therefore, while Mg2+ maintains its 1st solvation shell, accounting for the
impact of these strongly bound waters by using a large probe Mg2+radius results in a
significant underestimation of the binding between Mg2+ and nucleic acids.
Despite differences in the radial concentration profiles, the number of excess
cations and net solution charge predicted by MD simulations and PB theory showed good
agreement for Na+ systems and reasonable agreement for Mg2+ when using a 0.86 Å
probe radius in the PB equation. The results shown here agree with previous comparisons
of PB calculations and MD simulations.50,53 Kirmizialtin et al. found good agreement for
the number of bound ions between PB theory and MD simulations over a large volume.53
Their work used several PB methodologies, an unmodified nonlinear PB, a size-modified
PB derived from a lattice gas approach, and a distance-dependent solvent dielectric
constant, which improved agreement between MD and PB radial ion concentration
profiles, but did not significantly improve agreement in the number of ions bound to the
RNA. In this work, we show that not only do the number of excess cations and net
solution charge predicted by MD simulations and a standard PB theory treatment agree
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when considering a large volume surrounding a nucleic acid, but these properties can also
show reasonable agreement near the nucleic acid, despite the differences in local binding
distributions (i.e., radial and two-dimensional concentration profiles) near the nucleic
acid. Our current study, using a widely available, unmodified PB solver without ion size
or solvent dielectric corrections, produced very similar results to those produced with
heavily customized PB treatments by Kirmizialtin et al. for integrated properties, such as
the number of bound ions and net solution charge. To achieve reasonable agreement with
MD simulations for these integrated properties, both Na+ and Mg2+ were modeled in PB
theory with probe radii equal to experimentally determined unsolvated ionic radii,134
suggesting that using default ion probe size when solving the PB equation may not
always be appropriate. Additionally, we note that agreement between the number of
bound ions does not guarantee complete agreement in the local distributions of cations
surrounding nucleic acids. For example, while using a PB probe radius corresponding to
an unsolvated Mg2+ ion predicted a number of Mg2+ ions bound to the DNA approaching
the value predicted by MD simulations, it did so by predicting deeper penetration of
cations into groove sites and closer approach to the DNA center axis during Mg2+phosphate interactions.
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CHAPTER 4
FLANKING BASE ORIENTATION AND PROTONATION STATE IN HIV-1
RNA KISSING DIMERS INVESTIGATED BY MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
SIMULATIONS AND A POISSON-BOLTZMANN APPROACH
HIV-1 packages two copies of its non-covalently linked RNA genome. The
proposed genome dimerization site forms loop-loop interactions (a kissing dimer) via a
highly conserved 6 nucleotide palindrome. In a structural rearrangement that may be
associated with genome maturation, the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein facilitates the
conversion of the kissing dimer to an extended dimer. Experimental studies have
proposed a proton-coupled mechanism and identified an adenine adjacent to the
palindrome (a flanking base) with a shifted pKa. Experimental results suggested the local
environment of the adenine triggered an upward shift in the pKa of the N1 atom in the
nucleobase. In kissing dimer structures solved by solution NMR and X-ray
crystallography, flanking bases have adopted two unique conformations: inserted into the
dimer’s helical axis (NMR) or extended outward into the solution (X-ray). In this work,
we predicted the adenine pKa shifts while using NMR solution and X-ray crystal
structures by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation, and investigated the
preferred flanking base orientation while in solution using atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. Additionally, we identified environmental characteristics that
enhanced or diminished predicted pKa shifts. Our PB calculations revealed greater
potential pKa shifts were possible when the adenine was inserted into the helical axis,
including a dependence on the proximity of H61 and N1 atoms in other residues. MD
simulations indicated the inserted conformation was very stable. Once adopted, the
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bulged in conformation routinely persisted until the simulation’s end. The introduction of
Mg2+ into both MD systems increased the inserted conformation frequency, and led to the
insertion of all four flanking bases in the X-ray crystal structure based simulations. Our
results suggest that the inserted conformation is likely the active conformation in any
proton-coupled isomerization and the most stable flanking base orientation for isolated
kissing dimers.
4.1. Introduction
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) was first identified in the 1980s, and its
accompanying acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) has become a worldwide
epidemic. The United Nations estimated that 33.4 million individuals were HIV-positive
in 2009.138 Current HIV treatment consists of antiretroviral cocktails called Highly Active
Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) that contain inhibitors that primarily target the reverse
transcriptase and protease of the virus. Life expectancy for those infected and receiving
treatment has greatly increased, but the discovery of viral reservoirs in patients receiving
treatment has made the total eradication of HIV-1 with HAART alone unlikely.139-142 It
has also been theorized that these viral reservoirs are the ideal environment for the
accumulation of multiple resistances into a single strain.140-146 The failure of HAART to
totally eradicate HIV-1 replication and the growing threat of multiple treatment resistant
strains has spurred research into new antiviral drugs that target other important steps in
the viral life cycle. One step of interest is viral genome maturation that occurs post virion
budding.147-150
Most retroviruses, like HIV-1, carry two copies of their RNA genomes that are
non-covalently linked primarily in the highly conserved 5’-untranslated region (5’-
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UTR).151-153 The two homologous RNA strands recognize each other and dimerize in the
host cell, an environment flooded with potential dimerization partners such as cellular
mRNAs and spliced viral RNAs. The proposed dimerization site, called the dimer
initiation site (DIS), is a 35 nucleotide (nt) stem-loop located in the 5’-UTR. The DIS is
capable of forming loop-loop interactions (a kissing dimer) via a highly conserved 6 nt
palindrome sequence.154-157 Two out of a possible 64 combinations of 6 nt palindromes
have been identified through sequencing the genomes of the HIV-1 subtypes: GUGCAC
and GCGCGC. The former is conserved amongst HIV-1 subtypes A, C, F, G, H, and O,
and the latter is found in subtypes B and D.153 The 6 nt loop palindrome is flanked by two
purines before and a single purine after (at genome positions 272, 273, and 280), all
located in the apical loop of the DIS. In vitro experiments have demonstrated the key role
of the flanking bases, where removal of 2 of 3 flanking bases abolished kissing dimer
formation,158 and chemical probing results suggest 2 of the flanking bases form a noncanonical base pair that stabilizes the DIS stem loop and kissing dimer.159 DIS kissing
dimers are also affected by the ionic composition of its environment, where subtype A
kissing dimers were observed to require Mg2+ binding for kissing dimer formation.160
Kissing dimers were eventually observed in monovalent solutions (NaCl or KCl), but to
reach thermal stabilities comparable to divalent solutions, several orders of magnitude
greater monovalent salt concentration was required.125,161-163 Additionally, Mg2+ binding
has led to reduced native kissing dimer stem flexibility during solution NMR
experiments.164
Following kissing dimer formation, the viral genome is then recruited by several
viral gag polyproteins and transported to the plasma membrane.165 After transport,
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additional gag polyproteins are recruited until the genome has been successfully
packaged and the immature virus buds off the host cell. The immature virus then
transforms into a mature, infective pathogen as gag polyproteins are cleaved into their
subunits that anchor targeting proteins, form the viral capsid, and condense the genome.
During viral maturation the initial DIS-anchored genome dimer is altered, extending
interstrand base pairing and eventually leading to a mature, condensed genome
particle.166-167 In vitro studies have shown that the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (NCp7)
facilitates the conversion of the kinetically stable DIS kissing dimer (KD) to a
thermodynamically stable extended dimer (ED), a structural rearrangement that may be
associated with in vivo genome maturation (Figure 4.1).168-174

Figure 4.1. Structural models for kissing and extended dimers based on solution NMR
data.175 The structural rearrangement exchanges intrastrand base pairs of Chain 1 (blue)
and Chain 2 (red) for interstrand interactions. PDB (www.rcsb.org)176 IDs: 2D1B (KD)
and 2D1A (ED)
Although the exact mechanism followed during the rearrangement has not been
resolved, the flanking bases have again been identified as key participants.170-171 Turner et
al. using electrospray mass spectrometry found the KD to ED transformation was
affected by mutations to the flanking bases, where the percentage of ED increased in
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subtype A dimers when both flanking bases were mutated and decreased in subtype B
dimers with single mutations to positions 272 or 273.171 The flanking bases may also help
promote the structural rearrangement via a proton-coupled conformational switch.172
Mihailescu et al. used fluorescence spectroscopy to demonstrate enhanced DIS
rearrangement dynamics in acidic (pH = 6) solutions.172 From the same work, solution
NMR titrations identified the first flanking base (A272) as being protonated under
conditions similar to the fluorescence spectroscopy experiments. It was proposed that the
local environment of the adenine triggered an upward shift of approximately 2.5 pH units
in the pKa of the N1 atom. Interestingly, titrations performed in 5mM MgCl2 yielded
higher pKa values than those in 300 mM NaCl, suggesting the acid/base properties of the
adenine are also influenced by the ionic properties of the solution.
Published structures of DIS kissing dimers have revealed two unique
conformational classes for the flanking bases. X-ray crystal structures of HIV-1 subtypes
A, B, and F showed the flanking bases at genome positions 272 and 273 base-stacked and
extending outward from the helical axis of the KD (Figures 4.2a-c).177 A role for this
bulged-out conformation as a low affinity NCp7 binding site was proposed as part of the
in vitro KD to ED structural transformation.170-171 NCp7 binding in this region may allow
the kissing dimer to bend its helical axis in a hinge-like motion and facilitate strand
exchange.164,168,170-172 However, solution NMR structures of HIV-1 subtypes B and F
exhibited flanking bases inserted into the helical axis in a “bulged in” conformation
(Figures 4.2d-e).155,175 Experimental and theoretical studies of other nucleic acid systems
have revealed that positive residue pKa shifts (more basic) are primarily initiated by the
formation of compact structural motifs that concentrate negative electrostatic potential
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near the ionizable group.121,178-180 The flanking bases, when bulged-in, are expected to
have a greater potential to form interactions that shift their pKas than when exposed to the
solution as in the X-ray crystal structures. Thus, determining the preferred conformation
of the flanking bases is an important step in understanding the KD to ED isomerization
mechanism. Reblova et al. performed explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations to
resolve the flanking base conformational discrepancies between the X-ray and NMR
structures.181 Based on their simulations, they suggested the bulged out conformation
found in the X-ray structures was favored. However, it should be noted that their
molecular dynamics simulations were relatively short (< 50 ns), and by including only
enough counterions to neutralize the kissing dimer, did not approximate the ionic
conditions used in the experimental studies.172,175,177
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Figure 4.2. Bulged out and bulged in conformations for flanking bases in HIV-1 DIS
kissing dimers. X-ray crystal structures of HIV-1 subtypes A (a), B (b), and F (c) solved
with the flanking bases (yellow sticks) extended outward into the solution (PDB IDs:
1XPF, 1XPE, and 1XP7).177 Solution NMR structures of HIV-1 subtypes B (d) and F (e)
determined with flanking bases inserted into the dimer (PDB IDs: 1BAU and
2D19).155,175 The surface and ribbons representation are colored to indicate the separate
chains of the complex.
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In this work, we investigated the preferred orientation of flanking bases in
subtype F kissing dimers in pure monovalent (NaCl) and mixed monovalent/divalent
(NaCl/MgCl2) salt using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Kissing dimer structures
determined from NMR solution data and X-ray crystallography were used as initial
structures, and represented the bulged in and bulged out flanking base conformations
respectively. The bulged in conformation for both flanking bases was, in general, more
stable than the bulged out conformation, and increased in probability upon the
introduction of Mg2+. Using the same structural data, we also predicted the pKa shifts of
A272 by solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Through clustering of the
NMR-based MD simulations to the solution models, we examined the protonation state
of A272 using the predicted pKas of each model in the ionic solutions of the MD
simulations.
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. pKa shifts obtained from solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation
Thermodynamic cycles, such as the one presented in Figure 4.3, can be used to
calculate the pKa shift (the difference in the pKa of an ionizable group when inserted into
a biomacromolecule or isolated in solution) using standard computational free energy
methods. The acid dissociation constant, Ka, for any acid-base system is related to the
standard reaction free energy, ∆G, through Equation 7. Therefore, the pKa shift, ∆pKa, is
calculated from the double free energy difference, ∆∆G, through Equation 8, where
pKa,nuc and pKa,model are the pKa in the RNA complex and in solution, respectively. ∆∆G
is calculated from difference of ∆G2 and ∆G1, the acid dissociation free energies of the
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ionizable group in the RNA complex or solution, or from the difference of ∆G3 and ∆G4,
the free energy of transferring the protonated or unprotonated residue from solution to the
RNA complex. Transfer free energies were obtained by solving the nonlinear PoissonBoltzmann (PB) equation using a standard thermodynamic framework, where total
electrostatic energies were calculated for the titrating residue isolated in solution, the
kissing dimer with the charges of the titrating residue set to zero, and the kissing dimer
with all residues charged (Figure 4.4). This framework has been used previously by
Nielsen et al. to predict pKas of protein side chains.182
Δ𝐺𝐺 = −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 )

(7)
ΔΔ G

(8)

Δ𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎 = 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 2.303RT

Figure 4.3. Thermodynamic cycle used to calculate A272 pKa shifts.
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Figure 4.4. Thermodynamic framework used to calculate transfer free energies, ∆G4 and
∆G3. A272 was removed from the kissing dimer using several cut-offs such as the
method presented in this figure. Additionally, clipping was located between the N9 and
C1' atoms of the n residue (nucleobase), between the O5' and P atoms of the n residue
and O3' and P of the n+1 residue (nucleoside), and between the C3' and O3' atoms of the
n-1 residue and O3' and P of the n+1 residue (nucleotide).
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The nonlinear PB equation was solved through the use of the Adaptive PoissonBoltzmann Solver (APBS) software package.130-132 All eleven NMR solution models
along with the X-ray structure were used for input coordinates (details below). The
A272s of Chains 1 and 2 were treated separately, with only Chain 1 (AH272-A272) or 2
protonated (A272-AH272). The A272s were more than 15 Å away from each other in
both the NMR and X-ray structures, so that the protonation state of one should not affect
the pKa of the other.183 The PB equation was solved using an automatically configured,
sequential focusing multigrid. Initially, a coarse grid box with 129 Å dimensions was
used with 129 grid points per axis. Then, a fine grid that matched the periodic box
dimensions of the MD simulations was used that maintained the 129 grid points per axis.
pKa shifts from APBS calculations depend on the input parameters used therein, and
selecting the best values is often a daunting task. For example, published values for solute
dielectrics in pKa calculations vary wildly. Work by Antosiewicz et al. found the best
agreement between calculated and experimental pKas for proteins occurred while using a
solute dielectric of 20.184-185 It was proposed that the large dielectric accounts for some
intrinsic structural rearrangement triggered by residue ionization.184 However, agreement
weakened for buried ionizable groups, and more recent work has found good agreement
between predicted and experimental pKa values when using a dielectric of 4 while
explicitly accounting for structural rearrangement.121,186-187 The electrostatic environment
where the A272s are found varies between NMR and X-ray structures (inserted within
the helix and solvent exposed, respectively). Based on the different conformations where
A272 was found in the NMR and X-ray structures and the lack of structural flexibility
during the APBS calculations, we chose a solute dielectric of 5. The solvent dielectric
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was set to 78.54 in agreement with experimental observations for water. A salt
concentration of 0.300 M NaCl or 0.005 M MgCl2 was used in the calculations to match
the original experimental conditions of Mihailescu et al.172 Na+ and Mg2+ were modeled
in APBS calculations with an ion probe radius of 1.16 Å and 0.86 Å respectively, values
corresponding to experimental crystal ionic radius of each cation.134 These radii were also
used in a recent comparison of ion distributions predicted from MD simulations and
APBS calculations that resulted in good overall agreement for Na+ and fair agreement for
Mg2+.188 The solute surface was smoothed using 9-point harmonic averaging with 40 grid
points/Å2 to reduce the calculations’ sensitivity to the grid setup.189 Finally, atomic partial
charges and radii of the nucleic acid were taken from the AMBER ff10 force field.
4.2.2. Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Simulations
To investigate the effect of Mg2+ on the structure of the DIS kissing dimer,
especially the orientation of the two flanking purines (genome position 272 and 273) with
respect to the helical axis, we performed atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
on two HIV-1 subtype F DIS kissing dimer structures, one solved by solution NMR and
the other by X-ray crystallography.175,177 The 17 nucleotide (nt) NMR and 23 nt X-ray
structures have nearly identical sequences over their conserved range (underlined in
Table 4.1) with only a single mutation at position 282 (bolded red in Table 4.1). The
NMR structural data (PDB ID: 2D19) contained 10 models plus an additional structure
averaged over the models.175 For the NMR-based MD simulations, two sets of MD
simulations were performed using the averaged structure as the initial coordinates (2D19
and 2D19-Mg). In one set of simulations, the 2D19 MD system was augmented by
randomly placing four Mg2+ ions no closer than 10 Å to the RNA and 3 Å from each
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other (2D19-Mg). The X-ray crystal structural data (PDB ID: 1XP7) held a single kissing
dimer conformer solved at a 2.50 Å resolution.177 Also present in the crystal structure
were 57 water molecules, 4 Mg2+, 2 SO42-, and 1 Na+. In one set of MD simulations all of
the crystallographic heteroatoms were removed (1XP7), while in the other set of
simulations only the waters and sulfate ions were removed (1XP7-Mg). Within the
crystal structure, Mg2+ made contact with RNA atoms at an average distance of 4.6 Å,
and is expected to be fully-solvated based on previously reported Mg2+ binding
studies.38,53,75,120,188 The MD simulation conditions used in this study are summarized in
Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. MD simulation conditions
Sequencea
System
Number of Ions
[Cation]estb (M)
GCUGAAGUGCAC2D19
57 Na+
25 Cl0.4
+
2+
ACGGC
2D19-Mg 49 Na
4 Mg
25 Cl
0.3
0.03
CUUGCUGAAGUGCAC1XP7
69 Na+
25 Cl0.3
ACAGCAAG
1XP7-Mg 61 Na+ 4 Mg2+ 25 Cl0.3
0.02
a
Conserved portion of sequence underlined with single mutation colored red, and the
flanking bases are colored blue.
b

Estimated total cation concentration, does not exclude volume occupied by RNA
molecule
The atomistic MD simulations were performed with the AMBER10 program
suite.97 The initial structures were immersed in a 15 Å buffer of TIP3P water and
counterions plus an additional 25 Na+ and Cl- ions. The resultant cation concentrations
were estimated to be near those used by in the NMR titrations of Mihailescu et al.172
Also, a mixed NaCl/MgCl2 solution was required to ensure system neutrality in our
simulations while also approximating the experimental Mg2+ concentration. Nucleic acid
atoms were described using the ff10 force field,93-94,126 while Na+ and Cl- were described
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the ions08 parameter set.71 The ions94 parameters were used to describe the Mg2+ ions
present in the MD systems.99-100 Allnér et al. recently published new Mg2+ parameters
based on fitting Mg2+-water exchange rates with experiment.73 However, our previous
MD simulations have shown that Mg2+ distributions around nucleic acids, when fully
solvated and at nanosecond time scales, are generally independent of cation description,
and as a result the ions94 parameters should be sufficient.188 In traditional MD
simulations, Mg2+ is represented as a point charge without accounting for its polarization
and charge-transfer effects, and in some situations this may lead to an inadequate
description of cation behavior. However, experimental results have been reproduced
using MD simulations with fully solvated Mg2+ ions,38,75-76 and DFT calculations have
also demonstrated an energetic preference for Mg2+ forming water-mediated contacts
with dimethyl-phosphate (a mimic of nucleic acid backbones).117
Each MD simulation set (2D19, 2D19-Mg, 1XP7, and 1XP7-Mg) was run in
triplicate under identical conditions save for the equilibration period. Individual members
of each set are named using the base name of the set (2D19, 1XP7, etc.) plus an
additional numerical identifier. All kissing dimer starting structures were first minimized
for 6000 steps to remove unfavorable initial contacts. Next, the systems were heated for
200 ps to an equilibrium temperature of 300 K using the Langevin thermostat with a
collision frequency of 1.0 ps-1.55-61 A time step of 2 fs was used throughout with SHAKE
constraints on all bonds that include hydrogen atoms.101-102 Long-range electrostatics
were treated with the particle mesh Ewald summation using a 10 Å distance cut-off.62
Following the 200 ps warming period, the systems were equilibrated for 5 ns, 5.3 ns, and
5.8 ns representing the replicates of each simulation set. Harmonic restraints were placed
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on the RNA and Mg2+ ions (when applicable) throughout the preparatory steps of each
simulation using a 10 kcal/mol*Å2 spring constant. The spring constant was initially
increased to 50 kcal/mol*Å2 for the 1XP7-Mg simulations to insure the Mg2+ ions formed
a fully-solvated inner-coordination shell (see above), then decreased step-wise throughout
the equilibration period to 10 kcal/mol*Å2. Following equilibration, 100 ns NPT
unrestrained production simulations were performed. Trajectory analysis and
visualization was carried out using the Ptraj program (distributed with the AmberTools
package) and Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) 1.9.1.103
4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Theoretical pKa shifts for NMR solution and X-ray crystal structures
pKa shifts determined using the thermodynamic framework presented in Figures
4.3 and 4.4. may be sensitive to the amount of the ionizable residue transferred from the
solution to the nucleic acid. To examine the sensitivity of our pKa shifts to the clipping
location, we ran four sets of calculations using model 1 from the solution NMR structural
data. The first clipping method used the standard PDB residue boundary located between
the O3' and P atoms of the n-1 and n residues, respectively. The second clipping location
was positioned between the N9 and C1' atoms of the n residue. For the third set, the
residue was clipped between the O5' and P atoms of the n residue and between the O3'
and P atoms of the n and n+1 residues, respectively. Finally, the residue was clipped
between the C3' and O3' atoms of the n-1 residue and between the O3' and P atoms of the
n and n+1 residues, respectively. Clipping methods 2-4 were compared to method 1 and
yielded differences of -0.117 and -0.053 pH units (A272 in Chain 1 and Chain 2,
respectively) between methods 2 and 1, 0.006 and 0.008 between methods 3 and 1, and -
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0.051 and -0.061 between methods 4 and 1. Overall, an average difference of -0.045 pH
units was found, or about 5% of the average pKa shift. Based on these results, clipping
method 1 (using the standard PDB residue boundary) was used to determine the pKa
shifts of A272 in DIS kissing dimers, but it is acknowledged that pKa shifts calculated
using this theoretical framework are modestly affected by the clipping method.
Predicted pKa shifts obtained by numerically solving the PB equation for each
NMR model are presented in Table 4.2. The pKa of A272 in Chain 1 (residue 5) was
shifted by an average of 1.033 ± 1.468 pH units in the bulged in conformation of the
2D19 kissing dimers and in a 300 mM NaCl solution, with a minimum shift of -1.730 pH
units and a maximum shift of 3.593 pH units. Results for Chain 2 (residue 22) were
similar with an average shift of 1.412 ± 1.007 and a shift range of -1.223 to 2.450. Based
on the distance between the two A272s (~15 Å), it was expected that the protonation state
of one would not significantly affect the protonation state of the other. This was
examined by calculating the pKa shift of A272 in Chain 1 or Chain 2 with the other A272
protonated. The average pKa shift of A272 in Chain 1 was 1.030 ± 1.468 pH units and
1.409 ± 1.007 for Chain 2. The small difference between the average pKa shifts of A272
in Chain 1 (1.033 vs. 1.030) and in Chain 2 (1.412 vs. 1.409) when the other base was
unprotonated or protonated confirms that the protonation state of the ionizable residues
are not significantly influenced by other ionizable groups at these distances. The large
range of predicted pKa shifts was indicative of the sensitivity of residue pKas toward its
conformational environment. Although the NMR models differ by less than 3 Å of
RMSD over the entire complex, the contacts made by A272 varied significantly between
models. For example, the negative shift A272 in Chain 1 of model 5 corresponded with
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the close approach (~1.9 Å) of the H61 atom in residue 13 to the N1 atom of A272.
Conversely, the positive shift observed for A272 in Chain 1 of model 3 coincided with
interactions between the N1 atom of A272 and two partially negatively charged atoms
(N1 of residue 13 and N7 of residue 24). The effect of these contacts on the electrostatic
potential that surrounds A272 is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5a demonstrates the
weak electrostatic potential located near the N1 atom of A272 caused by the approach of
the H61 atom in residue 13. In Figure 4.5b, the intense electrostatic potential build-up
triggered by the interactions of the three negatively charged atoms is shown. To
determine if these interactions could be used to predict pKa shifts, we calculated the
correlation coefficient between the distance of contacts between the N1 atom in A272
with any H61, N1, and N7 using a contact cut-off of 3.5 Å and the predicted pKa shift,
and found correlation coefficients of 0.71, -0.40, and -0.15 (based on 12, 12, and 11
contacts), respectively. Based on these values, the presence and length of H61 and N1
contacts can be used to explain most of the predicted shifts, particularly H61. Overall, the
predicted pKa shifts were on average approximately 1 pH unit less than those found in the
NMR titrations of Mihailescu et al., though the results for model 4 roughly match those
of the titrations. Replacing 300 mM NaCl with 5mM MgCl2 changed the average pKa
shift and the range of shifts by only a small amount, failing to reproduce the
experimentally observed trend. The small difference in pKa shifts between monovalent
and divalent solutions may have been caused by the underestimation of divalent cation
binding. Studies of Mg2+ interactions with DNA and RNA duplexes have shown that the
PB theory significantly underestimates Mg2+ concentration within the major and minor
grooves when compared to MD binding behavior.53,188
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Table 4.2. Predicted A272 pKa shifts for NMR and X-ray structures
System

Model

NMR
(2D19)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Avg.

300 mM NaCl
AH272A272a
∆pKa
0.870
0.833
3.593
2.163
-1.730
0.887
0.835
0.427
3.086
0.246
0.156
1.033 ±
1.468

A272AH272 b
∆pKa
1.442
-1.223
0.830
2.450
1.965
0.828
1.645
2.179
1.681
1.911
1.825
1.412 ±
1.007

5 mM MgCl2
AH272A272
∆pKa
0.842
0.945
3.473
2.213
-1.739
0.967
0.912
0.481
3.049
0.299
0.261
1.064 ±
1.435

X-ray (1XP7)
0.523
0.477
0.712
a
pKa shift of A272 in Chain 1 with A272 in Chain 2 unprotonated
b

A272AH272
∆pKa
1.392
-1.201
0.946
2.394
1.847
0.945
1.628
2.112
1.665
1.942
1.787
1.405 ±
0.971
0.696

pKa shift of A272 in Chain 2 with A272 in Chain 1 unprotonated

Figure 4.5. Conformation of A272 in Chain 1 for models 5 (a) and 3 (b). Residues 5
(A272), 13, and 24 are represented as ball and stick models and colored based on the
electrostatic potential. The N1 atom of A272 (highlighted with circle) has a weak
electrostatic potential in model 5 (a) and a strong potential in model 3 (b).
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In the X-ray crystal structure (1XP7), the flanking bases have adopted the bulged
out conformation. The predicted pKa shifts calculated for the A272s of Chain 1 and Chain
2 are also located in Table 4.2. The crystal structure contained only one conformation for
the kissing dimer, and as a result no average or shift range was calculated. The pKa shifts
were less than the average of the NMR models (Chain 1: 1.033 vs. 0.523; Chain 2: 1.412
vs. 0.477), but because of the wide range of the NMR data the X-ray results still fell
within the range of -σ to +σ of the average NMR shifts. The lower pKa shift was not
totally unexpected because the bulged out conformation limited A272 to only basestacked interactions. The stacking and solvent exposure of the flanking bases in the
crystal structure prevent the types of interactions found in the NMR models (Figure 4.5)
that significantly shifted the pKa of A272. In the X-ray system, the pKa of A272 was
approximately 0.2 pH units greater in 5 mM MgCl2 than in 300 mM NaCl, which is close
to the experimental trend and could suggest that the underestimation of Mg2+ binding in
the PB theory is lessened for these residues. Despite the increase observed in MgCl2
solutions, the X-ray shifts were still lower than the NMR averages. Overall, the average
pKa shift of A272 was greater when bulged in, and when forming contacts that build-up
negative electrostatic potential, approached experimental shifts.
4.3.2. MD simulations with NMR solution structure
MD simulations of the HIV-1 DIS kissing dimer with or without fully solvated
Mg2+ from NMR solution and X-ray crystal structures were analyzed using the RMSD of
the entire kissing dimer, the RMSF of each residue, and the pseudo dihedral angles of
A272 (when inserted, A272 may participate in proton-coupled mechanism)172 and A273
(role unclear, but mutations at position 273 affect KD to ED transformation).171 The
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NMR-based simulations were further analyzed by clustering the MD snapshots to the
models in the PDB file. These clusters were then used, in combination with the predicted
pKa shifts determined in the above section, to understand the role of Mg2+ in facilitating
A272 protonation.
The structural analysis of the 2D19 MD simulations is presented in Figure 4.6.
Plots of kissing dimer RMSD versus time using the initial structure as the reference are
located in Figure 4.6a. RMSD values typically converged within 20 ns and were
relatively low (< 6 Å). Two of three MD simulations (2D19-1 and 2D19-3) had an
average RMSD of approximately 2.3 Å, while the other had an average of about 4.0 Å
(2D19-2). Based on these RMSD values, the 2D19-1 and 2D19-3 simulations are
expected to occupy similar conformational space while 2D19-2 adopted a unique
conformation. To further our structural analysis, we calculated by-residue RMSF values
(Figure 4.6b). The RMSF plots possessed similar topology for each simulation, with
RMSF peaks in the stem regions (residues 1-4, 14-21, and 31-34) and valleys in the
dimer interface (residues 7-13 and 24-30). The flanking bases (residues 5, 6, 22, and 23)
generally had RMSF values comparable to dimer interface region, suggesting that both
regions were stable during the simulations. Residues 1-17 (Chain 1) in simulation 2D19-2
have on average much higher RMSFs; in particular, residues 1-8 have higher values when
compared to the other simulations and the results for Chain 2 within the same simulation.
The conformational change identified by the RMSD and RMSF analysis was rendered by
averaging the kissing dimer structure over the last 50 ns. In 2D19-2, the kissing dimer
adopted an elongated conformation observed in Figure 4.6c. Conversely, the differences
in RMSF found for Chain 2 of the 2D19-1 simulation (peaks for residues 22 and 30) did
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not noticeably perturb the structure when averaged over this time frame. The consistent
similarity between the 2D19-1 and 2D19-3 simulations was continued when the average
structures were analyzed. The RMSD between the two structures calculated from the
2D19-1 and 2D19-3 simulations was less than 0.5 Å, while the value was 3.5 Å when
comparing the visually different structures of 2D19-1 and 2D19-2. The flanking bases
adopted similar conformations during 2D19-1 and 2D19-3 (Figure 4.6d). However, the
flanking bases in 2D19-2 assumed unique positions, particularly residue 5 (red, on the far
right of Figure 4.6d) which was found stretched toward the stem region.
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Figure 4.6. Structural summary of all 2D19 simulations (a) RMSD and (b) RMSF from
initial structure (c) Average, mass-weighted structure of the kissing dimer over the last 50
ns of MD simulation. Coloring scheme same as RMSD and RMSF figures. Chain 1 and 2
are located on the right and left hand side of the figure respectively. (d) Same as (c)
except focused on flanking bases A272 and A273 (residues 5, 6, 22, and 23).
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A similar analysis of the kissing dimers in the 2D19-Mg simulations is located in
Figure 4.7. RMSD values throughout the simulations were again relatively low (< 6 Å)
and converged within approximately 20 ns. The RMSD values plotted versus simulation
time are presented in Figure 4.7a. The average RMSD values for the 2D19-Mg
simulations were slightly greater than the 2D19 simulations; however the average RMSD
value of 2D19-2 remained the highest of all the NMR based simulations. Unlike the
2D19 simulations, the plot of RMSD versus time did not yield any obvious structural
differences sampled by the simulations. The apparent similarity of the 2D19-Mg
simulations was further supported by the residue RMSF values (Figure 4.7b). The largest
differences were found in Chain 1 and more precisely in residues 1-6. Residues 1-4 of
Chain 1 elongated during the 2D19-Mg-2 and 2D19-Mg-3 simulations (Figure 4.7c)
though their complementary bases (residues 14-17) were found in similar conformations
in all three 2D19-Mg simulations. Overall, the averaged structures yielded RMSD values
of 1.1 Å between 2D19-Mg-1 and 2D19-Mg-2 and 2.4 Å between 2D19-Mg-1 and 2D19Mg-3. The RMSD values between the average structures suggest that though local
differences were found the simulations sampled similar conformational space. The
average conformations of the flanking bases were fairly similar in the 2D19-Mg
simulations (Figure 4.7d). The most notable difference was found for residue 5 in the
2D19-Mg-3 simulation (green, far right in Figure 4.7d), where the N6 group (N6, H61
and H62 atoms) appeared to be inserted into the helix further than observed in the other
simulations.
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Figure 4.7. Structural summary of all 2D19-Mg simulations (a) RMSD and (b) RMSF
from initial structure (c) Average, mass-weighted structure of the kissing dimer over the
last 50 ns of MD simulation. Coloring scheme same as RMSD and RMSF figures. Chain
1 and 2 are located on the right and left hand side of the figure respectively. (d) Same as
(c) except focused on flanking bases A272 and A273 (residues 5, 6, 22, and 23).
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We characterized the effect of Mg2+ on the NMR-based kissing dimers by
calculating the average RMSF values from each of the six production simulations. These
RMSF values (Figure 4.6b and 4.7b) were then averaged across simulation type and
presented in Figure 4.8. The introduction of divalent cations into the ion atmosphere of
the RNA modestly changed the flexibility of the kissing dimer, while maintaining the
RMSF pattern observed in the 2D19 simulations. Residues 1-6 were more flexible in the
2D19-Mg simulations with positive RMSF differences for each residue of ~0.5 Å. The
flexibility of residues 17-22 were also affected by the presence of Mg2+ but with
differences of ~0.2 Å. Although residue flexibility was not significantly changed, the
sampled kissing dimer conformations changed appreciably by the insertion of Mg2+ into
the solution. The conformational space sampled during the simulations was measured by
clustering the production trajectory frames to the 11 solution NMR models of Baba et al
(Figure 4.9).175 Production frames were clustered to the NMR models using the clustering
routine within Ptraj. The frames were clustered using a single pass of the means
clustering algorithm and root-mean-squared difference between the MD frame and NMR
model for the entire kissing dimer as the similarity metric. Approximately 50% of all
2D19 trajectory frames were clustered to NMR models 11, 3, and 5, while approximately
55% of 2D19-Mg frames were clustered to models 5, 2, and 4. Interestingly, the initial
structure (model 1) was observed in less than 5% of trajectory frames from both
simulation sets. The clustering of trajectory frames, specifically the increase in proportion
of frames clustered to model 4, suggests that the inclusion of Mg2+ in the solution may
facilitate DIS kissing dimers adopting structures where pKas of both A272s are shifted
toward neutrality.
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of by-residue RMSF values averaged from all 2D19 and 2D19Mg simulations (flanking bases: residues 5, 6, 22, and 23).

Figure 4.9. Fractional occurrence of NMR solution models within atomistic MD
simulations
We defined a pseudo dihedral angle to track the relative position of A272 and
A273 with respect to the vertical axis of the kissing dimer. This structural parameter was
originally used by Reblova et al. in their work comparing MD simulations of solution
NMR and X-ray crystal kissing dimer structures.181 The pseudo dihedral angle was
defined by the centers of mass of the preceding base-pair (G271-C281), the sugar ring of
G271, the sugar ring of A272 or A273, and the base atoms of A272 or A273 (Figure
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4.10). A272 and A273 were considered to be inserted into the vertical axis (helical axis)
of the kissing dimer at pseudo dihedral angles between -30 and 30 degrees. The pseudo
dihedral angle as function of time for the A272 in Chain 1 or Chain 2 is presented in
Figure 4.11. Initially, the A272 in Chain 1 and Chain 2 were in the bulged in
conformation in the 2D19 simulations, and generated pseudo dihedral angles of
approximately 20 and 0 degrees (Figure 4.11). In the 2D19 simulation set, the A272 of
Chain 1 and Chain 2 found a stable conformation lasting more than 80 ns. The A272 of
Chain 1 and 2 in 2D19-1 and 2D19-3 simulations remained within the helical axis the
entire simulation. The A272 of Chain 1 from the 2D19-2 simulation was the only
flanking base found outside the axis in the simulations of the 2D19 set. This
conformation was likely the source of the differences found in the above structural
analysis (RMSD, RMSF, etc.) between the kissing dimers of the 2D19 simulation set.
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Figure 4.10. Pseudo dihedral angle used to describe relative position of the flanking
bases toward the vertical axis (helical axis) of the kissing dimer. The dihedral angle was
defined using four centers of mass: G271-C281 base pair (blue), sugar ring of G271 (red),
sugar ring of A272 or A273 (green), and the nucleobase of A272 or A273 (yellow).

Figure 4.11. Pseudo dihedral angle for 2D19 simulations. A272 was considered inserted
into the helical axis "bulged in" at dihedral angles between -30 and +30. (a) Pseudo
dihedral angle of the A272 in Chain 1 (a) and Chain 2 (b) versus time.
Dynamic pseudo dihedral data for both A272 and A273 was binned into 10
degree histograms to facilitate the comparison of simulation sets, and is presented in
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Figure 4.12. The bulged in conformation was predominant for A272 in both chains
(Figures 4.12a and 4.12b) in the 2D19 and 2D19-Mg simulation sets. Two-thirds of all
2D19 trajectory frames had the A272 in Chain 1 inserted into the helix, and nearly all (>
95%) of the frames had the A272 of Chain 2 in the bulged in conformation. Upon the
introduction of Mg2+, the appearance of the bulged in conformation increased for A272 in
both chains with nearly all (> 95%) of all frames yielding dihedral angles between -30
and +30. The A273 in either chain was more flexible than A272, and generated a broad
dihedral angle distribution (Figures 4.12c and 4.12d). The greater flexibility of A273 was
likely due to the freedom provided by unpaired A272 versus paired G271. Approximately
50% of all 2D19 MD frames had the A273 of either chain located in the bulged in
conformation. The 2D19-Mg simulation set had a greater proportion of frames with the
A273 of Chain 1 inserted into the helix (~75%), while the A273 of Chain 2 was inserted
~50% of the frames. The differences observed between the simulation sets for the
flanking purines of Chain 1originated in the bulged out conformation found in 2D19-2
and the twisted conformation adopted by 2D19-Mg-2 and 2D19-Mg-3. In both Mg2+
simulations the A272 of Chain 1 A272 sampled conformations that yielded pseudo
dihedral angles of approximately 20 degrees, a result shifted by 40 degrees from the
principal peak (principal peak at -20 degrees). The conformation of A272 twisted the
kissing dimer and brought A273 further into the axis (narrowing of the dimer interface
groove in Figure 4.7c and the different A272 insertion angles in Figure 4.7d). The
differences in A272 and A273 pseudo dihedral angles were consistent with the flexibility
differences found in the average RMSF values (Figure 4.8). The higher probability of not
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only the bulged in conformation but the twisting of Chain 1 within 2D19-Mg simulations
resulted in higher deviation from the initial 2D19 structure.

Figure 4.12. Pseudo dihedral angle histogram sorted into 10 degree bins. (a-b) A272 of
Chain 1 and Chain 2 (c-d) A273 of Chain 1 and Chain 2
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4.3.3. MD simulations with X-ray crystal structure
The structural analysis of kissing dimers in the1XP7 MD simulation set is located
Figure 4.13. RMSD from the initial structure as a function of time is presented in Figure
4.13a. The three 1XP7 simulations had RMSD averages of approximately 3.5 Å, with
peaks as high as 8 Å. The flexibility of individual residues was again quantified using
RMSF (Figure 4.13b). As was observed with the 2D19 and 2D19-Mg simulations the
stems of the kissing dimer demonstrated the most deviation from the initial structure.
Unique to 1XP7 simulations, the flanking bases (residues 8, 9, 31, and 32) were also
quite flexible with RMSF values near or exceeding those of the stems. Chain 1 of the
kissing dimer (residues 1-23) had a consistent flexibility pattern between simulations,
with the largest differences between simulations found in residues 7-10. The RMSF
differences between the simulations were less than 0.5 Å, comparable to differences
observed between simulations of the 2D19 family. However, residues 7-10 include the
flanking purines of Chain 1 (residues 8 and 9), and the differences in RMSF results may
correspond to different insertion behavior as observed with the 2D19 simulation sets
(Figures 4.6b and 4.12a). Chain 2, on the other hand, displayed more varied flexibility
when compared to Chain 1. In 1XP7-1, many of the residues of Chain 2 deviated more
from their initial conformations than observed in the other 1XP7 simulations. The
flexibility of Chain 2 was similar in the 1XP7-2 and 1XP7-3 simulations, except for the
flanking purines (residues 31 and 32). The flanking purines exhibited high flexibility in
the 1XP7-3 simulation with values of nearly 4.5 Å, greater than the terminal residue
RMSF values. The kissing dimer interface was the most stable region for each chain
(residues 10-15 and 33-38), with the exception being Chain 2 in the 1XP7-1 simulation.
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The variability of the 1XP7 based kissing dimers is demonstrated in Figure 4.13c. The
last 50 ns of each simulation were used to calculate the average structure, where clear
differences surfaced particularly in the flanking bases. The average structures are visually
different (Figure 4.13c) and yielded RMSD values of approximately 2.7 Å when
comparing 1XP7-1 and 1XP7-2 and 4.3 Å between 1XP7-1 and 1XP7-3. In general, the
simulations in the 1XP7 simulation set agree less well when compared to the agreement
between simulations of the 2D19 and 2D19-Mg sets. The differences observed between
simulations of 1XP7 set appear to originate from the different conformations adopted by
the flanking bases (Figure 4.13d). The flanking bases, particularly in the 1XP7-2 and
1XP7-3 simulations, were very mobile (high RMSF and deformed average structure),
strongly contrasting with the stable bulged in conformations of the 2D19 and 2D19-Mg
simulation sets.
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Figure 4.13. Structural summary of all 1XP7 simulations. (a) RMSD and (b) RMSF from
initial structure (c) Average, mass-weighted structure of the kissing dimer over the last 50
ns of MD simulation. Coloring scheme same as RMSD and RMSF figures. Chain 1 and 2
are located on the left and right hand side of the figure respectively. (d) Same as (c)
except dimer axis was rotated down by 90 degrees and then focused on the flanking bases
(residues 8, 9, 31, and 32).
Kissing dimers of the 1XP7-Mg simulations were also analyzed using RMSD and
RMSF calculations with respect to the initial structure, and by determining the average
structure of each simulation over the last 50 ns (Figure 4.14). For each 1XP7-Mg
simulation, RMSD plotted as a function of time is presented in Figure 4.14a. The kissing
dimers in these simulations were relatively stable with values less than 6 Å, with an
average value of 3.2 Å over the set. Residue RMSF analysis, however, revealed a more
heterogeneous picture (Figure 4.14b). Peaks in RMSF coincided with the stems and
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flanking bases of the kissing dimer, with valleys in the dimer interface. In general, 1XP7Mg-1 deviated less (0.5 to 1.5 Å) from the initial structure when compared to the other
simulations. However, residues 31 and 32 (the flanking bases of Chain 2) were quite
flexible during the simulation with RMSF values near those of 1XP7-Mg-3. Overall,
kissing dimer flexibility was comparable for the 1XP7-Mg-2 and 1XP7-Mg-3
simulations, except for the flanking bases of Chain 2. The differences in RMSF data for
the flanking bases of Chain 1 and 2 suggest A272 and A273 may have adopted different
conformations during these simulations. The average kissing dimer structure over the last
50 ns of the each trajectory is shown in Figure 4.14c. 1XP7-Mg-1 and 1XP7-Mg-3 were
more closely aligned (RMSD of 2.6 Å) than 1XP7-Mg-1 and 1XP7-Mg-2 (RMSD of 3.8
Å). This result was surprising based on the trends observed in the RMSF data, but it
implies that 1XP7 kissing dimers 1XP7-Mg-1 and 1XP7-Mg-3 adopted similar
conformations at different rates. When focused on the flanking bases (Figure 4.14d), the
averaged structures revealed the conformational flexibility of the A272 and A273 in
Chains 1 and 2 in 1XP7-Mg-2 and to some extent 1XP7-Mg-3. In comparison, the
flanking bases were more stable in 1XP7-Mg-1 particularly the bases of Chain 1. To
investigate the structural effect of Mg2+ we compared the average residue RMSF over the
simulation set (Figure 4.15). The crystallographic Mg2+ modestly affected the kissing
dimer; small differences were observed in the flanking and stem regions of Chain 1
(residues 1-9). The differences found for Chain 2 were more pronounced with residues
33-38 (the dimer interface) having an approximately 0.5 Å greater RMSF in 1XP7
simulations. Similar to the results from the 2D19 simulation sets, the greater RMSF
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values of these residues in Chain 2 did not coincide with similar differences to the
interface region of Chain 1 (residues 10-15).

Figure 4.14. Structural summary of all 1XP7-Mg simulations (a) RMSD and (b) RMSF
from initial structure (c) Average, mass-weighted structure of the kissing dimer over the
last 50 ns of MD simulation. Coloring scheme same as RMSD and RMSF figures. Chain
1 and 2 are located on the left and right hand side of the figure respectively. (d) Same as
(c) except dimer axis was rotated down by 90 degrees and then focused on the flanking
bases (residues 8, 9, 31, and 32).
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of average RMSF values from 1XP7 and 1XP7-Mg simulations
The 1XP7 crystal structure was solved with the flanking purines base-stacked and
extended away from the kissing dimer's vertical axis (bulged out).177 Using the pseudo
dihedral angles defined in the previous section, we tracked the insertion of A272 and
A273. The pseudo dihedral angle data as a function of simulation time for the A272 of
Chain 1 and 2 in the 1XP7 simulation set are plotted in Figure 4.16. Simulations 1XP7-1
and 1XP7-3 had the A272 of Chain 1 inserted within the helix (bulged in) for the most of
the simulation (~80 ns). In 1XP7-2, the A272 of Chain 1 remained in the bulged out
conformation for the majority of the simulation, only adopting the bulged in
conformation periodically. The A272 of Chain 2 (Figure 4.16b) only adopted the stable
bulged in conformation observed for Chain 1 in the last 10 ns of 1XP7-2. When in the
bulged out conformation the A272s of Chains 1 and 2 were free to sample a large
conformational space, but once inserted into the helical axis of the kissing dimer their
conformational freedom was heavily restricted. This behavior agrees with observations
from the NMR based simulations, where the flanking bases were initially bulged in and
remained throughout most of the simulations.
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Figure 4.16. Dynamic pseudo dihedral angle results for 1XP7 simulations. (a) A272 of
Chain 1 (b) A272 of Chain 2
Time-dependent pseudo dihedral data was placed into histograms using 10 degree
bins (Figure 4.17). In both simulation types, the principal peak for the A272 in Chain 1
(Figure 4.17a) was within the cut-off defined as the bulged in conformation (-30 to +30
degrees). The 1XP7 set had a greater fraction of frames (66 %) with the A272 of Chain 1
inserted into the helix than 1XP7-Mg (33%). However, it should be noted that in the
1XP7-Mg-3 simulation A272 entered the stable, long-term inserted conformation
observed in 1XP7-1, 1XP7-3, and 1XP7-Mg-1 in the last 10 ns of the simulation. The
A272 in Chain 2 (Figure 4.17b) was rarely found inserted into the vertical axis (1XP7:
25% and 1XP7-Mg: 27%), but the inserted conformation was more stable (lasting ~20 ns)
in simulations that contained Mg2+. Interestingly, the peaks for the A272s in Chain 1 and
Chain 2 corresponded with the secondary peak observed in the A272 of Chain 1
histogram results obtained from the 2D19-Mg simulations (Figure 4.12a). The A273s of
Chain 1 and Chain 2 also displayed insertion behavior dependent on Mg2+. The A273 in
Chain 1 was found within the helix more often in the 1XP7 simulation set with a peak at
0 degrees. As mentioned previously, the A273 of Chain 1 adopted the bulged in
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conformation during the 1XP7-Mg-3 simulation near the end of the simulation, and
represents the probable conformation of both flanking bases if the simulation was
extended. Finally, the A273 of Chain 2 experienced the strongest observed dependence
on Mg2+. A273 was only found within the cut-off 8% of all the trajectory frames during
1XP7 simulations, while it was located within 27% of trajectory for the 1XP7-Mg set.
With all four flanking bases in the bulged in conformation, the A272 and A273 in Chain
1 (residues 8 and 9) each participate in a hydrogen bonding interaction with residue 16
(Figure 4.18). Additionally, the A273 in Chain 2 (residue 32) formed a hydrogen bond
with residue 39. These interactions provide an explanation for the stability of the bulged
in conformation, and it should be noted that comparable interactions were observed in the
MD simulations with the solution NMR structure. Interestingly, residues 16 and 39
correspond to genome position 280 which has been identified as essential for kissing
dimer formation,158 and likely to form non-canonical interactions.159
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Figure 4.17. Comparison of pseudo dihedral angle histograms obtained from 1XP7 and
1XP7-Mg simulation sets. (a-b) A272 of Chain 1 and Chain 2 (c-d) A273 of Chain 1 and
Chain 2
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Figure 4.18. Contacts made by flanking bases while in the bulged in conformation. The
A272 and A273 of Chain 1 (residues 8 and 9, yellow sticks) each formed a hydrogen
bond (black dashed line) with residue 16 (foreground). The A273 in Chain 2 (residue 32)
formed a hydrogen bond with residue 39 (background).
The differences in flanking base insertion observed between 1XP7 and 1XP7-Mg
simulations suggested a possible role for cations in flanking base conformations,
especially in the insertion of bases from bulged out conformations. Pseudo dihedral angle
histograms for the A272 in Chain1 and Chain 2 from the individual 1XP7-Mg
simulations were calculated and are presented in Figure 4.19. From these results, it is
clear that the A272 in both chains adopted the bulged in conformation in 1XP7-Mg-1 and
to a lesser extent in 1XP7-Mg-3. 1XP7-Mg simulations were ran using near identical
conditions, but significant structural differences were still obtained. These differences led
us to investigate Mg2+ binding during each simulation (Figure 4.20). Divalent cations
were found in both grooves and in the dimer interface region (Figure 4.20a). Mg2+
binding to the dimer interface was incredibly stable (Figure 4.20b) in two simulations.
Contacts, defined with a 5 Å cut-off, between Mg2+ and kissing dimer atoms persisted
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more than 40 ns in both 1XP7-Mg-1 and 1XP7-Mg-3. Mg2+ binding to the dimer
interface was diminished (~20 ns) in 1XP7-Mg-2, while binding outside of the interface
region was consistent between the three simulations. Interestingly, interactions between
Mg2+ and the dimer interface included binding to A273 in both chains, but the A272 in
Chain 1 and Chain 2 remained available to form interactions with other residues within
the helix. The differences in Mg2+ binding and flanking base insertion observed between
the 1XP7-Mg simulations suggest that stable Mg2+ binding in this region increased the
probability of base insertion. Mg2+ likely facilitated base insertion by mitigating any
negative charge build-up generated during or after the conformational change,
particularly between the phosphates along the backbone of two chains. However, base
insertion was also observed in simulations without Mg2+ implying that Na+ can also fulfill
this role. Na+ is most likely less efficient because of its lower charge, and this may
explain the incomplete base insertion observed in the 1XP7 simulations (Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.19. Comparison of pseudo dihedral angle histograms from individual 1XP7-Mg
simulations. (a) A272 of Chain 1 (b) A272 of Chain 2
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Figure 4.20. Mg2+ binding to X-ray crystal kissing dimers. (a) Overlay of 1XP7-Mg-1
production simulation frames illustrating Mg2+ binding (16 frames used, frames separated
by 6.25 ns). 1XP7-Mg-1 kissing dimer dynamics also presented through color change (4
frames used, frames separated by 25 ns; initial-end: red-white-blue). (b) Maximum
contact duration (using a 5 Å cut-off) between Mg2+ and kissing dimer nitrogen or
oxygen atoms (flanking bases: residues 8, 9, 31, 32).
4.4 Conclusions
In this work, we investigated pKa shifts of two flanking adenines within the DIS
kissing dimer of HIV-1 using solution NMR and X-ray crystal structures as input
conformations. The flanking bases were initially in the bulged in conformation (defined
as a pseudo dihedral angle of -30 to 30 degrees) in the solution NMR structures and
bulged out in the X-ray crystal structure. The pKa shifts were predicted by calculating the
difference in the electrostatic energy required to transfer the protonated residue from
solution to the kissing dimer against transferring the unprotonated residue by solving the
PB equation. We also examined the preferred orientation of the DIS kissing dimer
flanking bases when initially bulged in or out in pure NaCl or mixed NaCl/MgCl2
solution using MD simulations. The MD simulations used the averaged NMR solution
structure, referred to as model 1, and the X-ray crystal as initial coordinates and each
simulation set was run in triplicate with varied equilibration times.
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To determine the range of possible pKa shifts for the A272s of either Chain 1 or 2,
we solved the PB equation for the various NMR solution models and the X-ray crystal.
Based on the distance between the two A272s (~15 Å), we expected the protonation state
of one A272 was not affected by protonation state of the other. This behavior was
investigated by calculating the pKa shifts of the A272 in Chain1 or Chain 2 with the other
A272 was protonated or unprotonated. In confirmation, the average pKa shift of the A272
in Chain 1 with the A272 in Chain 2 unprotonated (AH272-A272) was 1.033 ± 1.468 pH
units, and the average shift for Chain 1 with Chain 2 protonated (AH272-AH272) was
1.030 ± 1.468 pH units. An identical difference (0.003 pH units) was also obtained for
the comparison of average shifts for Chain 2. The large standard deviation of the average
pKa shift demonstrates the sensitivity of the protonation state of A272 to its environment.
In particular, proximity of H61 and N1 atoms of other residues was found to be an
indicator of A272 acid/base behavior. In NMR titrations, DIS kissing dimers produced a
greater pKa shift in 5 mM MgCl2 than dimers in 300 mM NaCl.172 The pKa shift
difference was not reproduced in our pKa calculations, with only small changes observed
for the various NMR models. The small difference in A272 pKa shifts in monovalent and
divalent solutions may be caused by the underestimation of Mg2+ binding to DNA and
RNA in PB theory.53,188 However, Mg2+ did have a significant effect on the probability of
the flanking bases adopting the bulged in conformation, and increased the frequency of
solution NMR model 4, which yielded results in closest agreement to experiment.
The preferred conformation of the flanking bases in relation to the kissing dimer
vertical axis was analyzed during the MD simulations. Kissing dimers from the solution
NMR structure initially had the flanking bases in both chains in the bulged in
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conformation. In 5 of 6 MD simulations, A272 remained within the helical axis for
greater than 95% of each simulation. In a single MD simulation with the solution NMR
structure (2D19-2), a flanking base (A272 in Chain 1) was found outside the pseudo
dihedral angle cutoff, the base formed interactions that resulted in a stable conformation
lasting ~80 ns. Despite the stability of the conformation, it represents an outlier when
compared to the results of the other 2D19 simulations. The introduction of Mg2+ to the
NMR systems did not dramatically change flanking base insertion behavior when results
of 2D19-2 are considered outliers. However, simulations of the X-ray crystal structure
demonstrated a strong dependence on Mg2+. In simulations without Mg2+, the A272 in
Chain 1 and Chain 2 were able to form the stable, bulged in conformation at frequencies
comparable to the simulations with Mg2+. However, the insertion of the A273 in Chain 1
or Chain 2 was more dependent on Mg2+, with the A273 of Chain 2 only found inserted
into the axis in simulations with Mg2+. We also observed stable, long-term Mg2+ binding
to the kissing dimer interface that coincided with flanking base insertion in the 1XP7Mg-1 and 1XP7-Mg-3 simulations. Based on our simulations, we propose that cation
binding to the dimer interface facilitates the insertion of all four flanking bases via an
electrostatic mechanism, and due to its greater charge density, Mg2+ is more efficient in
this mechanism leading to the differences between the 1XP7 and 1XP7-Mg simulation
sets. Flanking base insertion was observed to a greater extent in our simulations than the
simulations of Reblova et al.,181 with the differences likely caused by the greater
simulation length and the ionic conditions of the simulations. Overall, our results suggest
that the bulged in conformation, found in the solution NMR structures, is more likely to
trigger A272 protonation, and therefore is the likely conformation involved in the
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proposed proton-coupled isomerization.172 Also, the increase in flanking base insertion
upon Mg2+ binding to the dimer interface presents a possible explanation for the
differences observed between NMR titrations when considering the greater potential pKa
shifts found for A272 while bulged in.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this dissertation, ion interactions with nucleic acids were investigated with
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)
equation. In Chapters 2 and 3, ion binding and distributions around a B-form DNA
duplex were studied. Chapter 2 revealed a strong initial coordinate dependence for Mg2+
interactions with nucleic acids. Using known Mg2+ solvation behavior and observations
from this and other studies, it was concluded that most Mg2+ ions retain their first
solvation shell when binding to DNA duplexes. Therefore, steps should be taken to
ensure Mg2+ is fully solvated in MD simulations. Chapter 3 compared ion distributions
around a DNA oligomer obtained from MD simulations and the PB equation. Na+
distributions generally agreed, as both methods predicted similar locations of Na+
concentration peaks and integrated properties, such as the number of excess cations and
net solution charge, were nearly identical at all distance from the DNA. In contrast, major
discrepancies were found between the methods for Mg2+ distributions. Based on these
observations, the PB equation will provide results in general agreement with MD
simulations and experiments for monovalent ions. However, MD simulations are required
for any dynamic or atom-specific data and experimentally comparable ion distributions of
Mg2+. In Chapter 4, HIV-1 RNA kissing dimer structural flexibility and residue acid/base
characteristics in different ionic environments were investigated using the theoretical
methods examined in Chapters 2 and 3. PB calculations demonstrated a large range of
potential acid/base behaviors when A272 (an adenine at genome position 272) was
inserted into the vertical axis (helical axis) of the kissing dimer. MD simulations revealed
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a higher probability of all four flanking adenines (two A272s and two A273s) adopting
the inserted conformation in solutions that contained Mg2+. Based on the results from the
PB calculations, the largest potential pKa shifts of A272 in Chain 1 or Chain 2 will occur
when the flanking bases are inserted into the helix. The increased probability of the
flanking bases in the inserted conformation with Mg2+ present in the solution, particularly
when Mg2+ binds in the kissing dimer interface, can provide an explanation for the
differences observed in NMR titrations.
Ion interactions remain an intriguing topic for both theoretical and experimental
research. Novel experimental techniques have revealed cation binding modes, binding
affinity, and ion atmosphere size are all dependent on the valency and type of the
cation.38-40 Theoretical investigations, particularly MD simulations, have revealed many
facets of how monovalent and divalent cations interact with nucleic acids, but one detail,
in particular, remains unresolved. Based on experimental and theoretical results, it is
believed that Mg2+ primarily interacts with nucleic acids through solvent mediated
contacts. However, MD simulations of nucleic acids with Mg2+ in the solution usually
last around 100 ns, far short of the water exchange rate of Mg2+.107-108 With the
introduction of GPU computing, MD simulations can now reach microsecond time scales
(the same order of magnitude as the water exchange rate of Mg2+) and may finally
resolve how Mg2+ interacts with nucleic acids. Lengthened MD time scales present a
great opportunity to further our understanding of many biophysical processes, but these
simulations, like any frontier, are also filled with potential obstacles. For example,
approximately 10 years ago advances in parallelization and cluster computing made
nanosecond time-scale simulations routine. An unintended consequence of this
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advancement was the revelation of anomalous crystallization of NaCl and KCl during
these simulations.50,68-70 This crystallization sparked reparameterization of ions in MD
force fields71-73 and, in general, more careful design of simulations involving ions.120,188
Currently, it is unknown whether the Mg2+ and H2O force field parameters will reproduce
experimental behavior, or if the simple ion and water models used in MD simulations are
sufficient to replicate water exchange on small, high-valence ions.
Acid/base characteristics of nucleic acid residues are increasingly viewed as a
vital component of nucleic acid structure and function. For example, many ribozymes
employ charged nucleobases in their catalytic mechanisms,190 and proton-coupled nucleic
acid structural switches have been identified and designed using i-motif DNA.191-193
Theoretical investigations, like the one presented in Chapter 4, can help elucidate the
mechanisms behind base protonation or deprotonation, but require fixed protonation
states (MD simulations) or are limited in their ability to sample the conformational space
of the nucleic acid (PB calculations). Future investigations into the role of charged
nucleobases in nucleic acid function and catalysis require the ability to incorporate the
oligomer and residue dynamics while also accounting for their function. A theoretical
technique that will be indispensible for these investigations is constant pH MD
simulations. Constant pH simulations couple the dynamics of a residue to its protonation
state, and may provide mechanistic details of many nucleic acid catalyzed reactions.
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